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o PIN I (') N 

Summary 
This decision adopts consumer safeguards applicable to 

all pay telephones (phones) within Pacific Bell's (PacHell), GTE 
California, Inc.'s (GTE), and Contel of California, Inc.'s (Contel) 
service territory. It standardizes service from pay phones and 
requires uniform signage. All pay phones will be required to give 
customers coin-fee, cost-free access to 911 emergency, 411 
directory assistance, 611 repair, pay phone provider's facilities vi 
for service, trouble, complaints, refunds and general assistance, 
utility operator for 0- dialing, 950-XXX, 800 XXX-XXXXt 10-XXX, and 
access to all coin and non-coin calling and local intraLATA toll 
and interLATA calling. 

Each pay phone will be required to have legible, 
understandable, and clearly displayed signs indicating cost, 
dialing instructions, and identification. Public policy pay phones 
will be subsidized by all pay phone providers. 

The decision requires the Customer Owned Pay Telephone 
(COPT) providers to reduce their currently authorized 25-cent 
charge for a local call placed from a COPT to 20 cents. The Local 
Exchange Company's (LEe) local coin charge of 20 cents will remain 
the same. This 20-cent local coin charge will remain in effect for 
five years. 

COPTs will be allowed to operate store and forward pay 
phone sets in pacBell's, GTE.'s, and Contel's servic~ territory and 
be allowed to provide limited intraLATA operator and billing 
services. The current pay phone service charg~ on intraLATA non-
sent-paid calls of 10 cents will be capped at 25 cents. 

COPT instruments will be connected to pacBell's and GTE'S 
network on an unbundled basis to the extent feasible. This / 
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unbundling provision is expected to improve the quality of COPT 
service. 

Although we are closing this proceeding, workshops 
pertaining to pay phone enforcement procedures, public policy pay 
phones and tests of store and forward pay phones will take place 
under the direction of the Commission Advisory and Compliance 
Division (CACD). 
Background 

~he Commission first authorized PacBel1 and other LECs to 
interconnect COPT to the public switched network in November 1985. 
Decision (D.) 85-11-057 determined that many providers of COPT 
service would be providing telephone service only as an incidental 
part of their principal business and would not be -holding 
themselves out- as providers of a public utility service. 
~herefore, COPT operators were not classified as public utilities. 

D.95-11-057 authorized PacBell to implement COPT service 
based on PacBell's costs of providing the service. PacBell was 
also required to adopt certain terms of service in its COPT tariff 
which were designed primarily to meet the public's expectations of 
consistency in pay phone service and to protect the interests of 
general ratepayers and consumers of pay phone service. 

Since 1985 numerous complaints, both informal and formal, 
have been received from consumers confused about the absence of 
uniform standards for pay phone service. Many COPT providers have 
complained because they believed that the existing regulatory 
framework for COPTs 9av~ the LECs an unfair competitive advantage. 
LECs also complained. The LECs believed that COPT providers 
targeted the profitable end of the pay phone market, substantially 
reducing of the LECs' ability to sustain the current local coin 
rates and the Commission-mandated provision of public policy pay 
phones. 

public policy pay phones are pay phones installed by the 
LECs in unprofitable locations to serve the health and safety needs 
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of the public. Such pay phones must be located free of charge at 
the requests of public agencies. 

~he numerous consumer complaints about COPT service and 
the dissatisfaction of both COPT providers and the LECs with the 
cur~ent regulation of COPTs resulted in this investigation to 
evaluate COPT regulation. Investigation (I.) 88-04-029 was opened 
on April 13, 1988 to address COPT service in three phases. phase I 
was to address cross-subsidization, phase II customer service and 
public policy pay phones, and phase III market structure and 
regulation. PacBell, GTE, and Contel were named ~espondents to the 
investigation. 

Cases 85-02-051 and 85-07-048, pertaining to COPT 
operations, practices, and regulation were consolidated into the 
investigation. 

On June 1, 1988, a prehearing conference (PHC) was held 
to address interested parties' recommendations for changes to the 
three phases identified in the investigation. pacBell recommended 
that workshops be held on all issues in each of the three phases 
prior to the commencement of evidentiary hearings. All parties 
attending the PHC concurred that the use of workshops was in the 
interest of all parties and would result in more efficient use of 
resources. Accordingly, by a June 8, 1988 Administrative Law Judge 
(ALJ) ruling, Phase II and phase III issues were consolidated with 
phase I issues being addressed through workshops. 

~he workshops resulted in the issuance of a August 19, 
1988 report by the workshop participants. The report, among other 
matters identified issues that have been resolved by workshop 
participants. Some of the issues resolved were standardized c01n-
free, cost-free access to 411, 911, 800, 950-xxx, etc., and 
standardized signage and standardized basic telephone features. 

These workshop evolved into settlement negotiations and 
workshop participants continued to discuss settlement throughout 
the latter part of 1988 and early 1989. On March 21, 1989, the 
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Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA) filed a motion for adoption 
of a settlement ag~eement. 
March 21, 1989 Settlement Agreement 

The March 21, 1989 settlement agreement proposed 
standardized service from pay phones, required uniform signage, 
promoted competition in the public! and semi-public2 pay phone 
service mark~ts and in intraLATA operator and billing services 
serving pay phones, stabilized local coin rates, and raised some 
operator surcharges while lowering othe~s. This agreement also 
established the framework for an enforcement program and adopted an 
interim method to cap LEe-commission payments in order to prevent 
cross-subsidization. 

The agreement was si9ned by AT&T Communications of 
california, Inc. (AT&T), California Payphone Association (CPA), Com 
Systems, Inc. (Com Systems), Consumer Action, Contel, DRA, GTE, 
several of the smaller independent telephone companies, and TURN 
(Toward Utility Rate Normalization). PacBell was not a signator to 
the agreement. 

Rule 51 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and 
Procedu~e (Rules) allows parties who do not expressly join in a 
settlement, 30 days from the date of mailing of the settlement to 
file comments contesting all or part of the settlement, and 15 days 
thereafter to file reply comments. 

A series of meetings ensued to address pacBell's concerns 
in an effort to incorporate terms which would be acceptable to 
pacBe11. As a result of these subsequent meetings, CPA requested 

1 Public pay phones are placed on location at no charge. 
Commission payments are made to station agents who own or control 
the property where the pay phones are placed. 

2 Semi-public pay phones are installed at the request of the 
property owner. The property owner does not receive any 
commissions. 
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that comments ba postponed until May 1, 1989. The parties were 
expecting to achieve a revised settlement agreement. This 
postponement resulted in a second agreement, dated May 11, 1989, 
being filed with the Commission on May 17, 1989. All parties which 
signed the March 20, 1989 agreement, except for Tuml and the 
smaller independent companies, signed the second agreement. 
PacBell was the only new signator of the agreement. 
~y II, 1989 Settlement Agreement 

The May 11, 1989 agreement add~essed all of the major 
issues raised in the investigation, as shown in Appendix A. It 
sets uniform service standards from all pay phones, expands 
business opportunities for COPT vendors by creating a new source of 
revenue and lowering the charges COPT providers must pay to the 
LEes for COPT lines, affirms the ban on intraLATA competition 
within PacBell's service area, allows limited competition for 
Contel and the smaller independents, and permits more competition 
in GTE'S area. It also addresses consumer concernE by setting rate 
caps and establishing mechanisms to enforce these caps. 

This second agreement differs from the first agreement in 
that it excludes competition in operator and billing services in 
exchange for a payment to COPT providers of 10 cents for every 
completed non-sent-paid call originating from a COPT instrument. 
It also requires calls routed to an external alternate ope~ator 
service (ADS) for hilling and collection purposes to be routed over 
intrastate tariffed feature group connections and requires the call 
to be returned over similar facilities to the central office to 
which the AOS is connected to GTE's network. 

Article III of the second agreement provides that if 
either the ALJ or the Commission rejects or changes the agreement 
or individual terms of portions of it, the agreement shall be null 
and void and shall be withdrawn from the proceeding, unless all 
parties to the agreement agree otherwise. 
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Evidentiary hearings on the first agreement were 
scheduled to take place on May 30, 1989. ~hey were taken off the 
calendar by ALJ ruling on May 23, 1989. Parties were requested to 
file comments on the second agreement within 30 days of the filing 
of the motion to adoption of the second agreement, with reply 
comments due 15 days thereafter (Rule 51.4). Parties were also 
requested to comment on whether informational public participation 
hearings would be beneficial and/or necessary in light Of possible 
rate increases resulting from the agreement. 
Comments to the Second Agreement 

Comments and reply comments to the second agreement were 
received on June 16, 1989 and July 3, 1989, respectively. Of the 
15 parties which filed comments and reply comments with the Docket 
Office, 9 parties opposed and/or identified the need for 
clarification of the agreement. 

The American Public Communications Council (APCC) asserts 
that the agreement needs to be clarified to specifically state that 
nothing in the agreement precludes the development of fair 
compensation for COPT providers in future proceedings or 
negotiations, that COPT providers should retain the option of 
processing intraLATA non-sent-paid calls themselves, and that 
approval of the agreement doesn't preclude subsequent consideration 
of specific complaints regarding discriminatory or anticompetitlve 
practices by the LECs. 

Betson Pacific et al. 3 opposed the provision which 
precludes Betson pacific et al. from engaging in competitive 
billing services through the use of ·smart- telephones for 

3 Betson Pacific Distributing, Central Telecom, Coastline 
Communications, Far West pay Telephone, Inc., Own-A-Phone, Pacific 
Western Cointel of Sacramento, Inc., Universal Pay Phone Inc., and 
Winslow Ventures. 
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automated and call completion billing service, Part IV(I)(b) and 
Appendix E. 

City and County of San Francisco (City) opposed only the 
placement of pay phones on City sidewalks in a manner inconsistent 
with City regulation of the use of sidewalks. 

Although CP National et al.,4 signed the first 
agreement it opposed the second agreement for two reasons. First, 
it objected to the provision which required that any revenue 
decrease sustained by a LEe as a result of the 10 cents paid by 
PacBel1 for compensation to COPT operators not be recovered from 
the California High Cost Fund (CHCF), Part V(D)(lO). Second, it 
objected to the provision which allows AO~ companies in the GTE 
service area to pick up COPT traffic at one locatioh in a LATA and 
to complete the call by returning the traffic to a different 
location nearer to the point of termination of the call. 

Intellical1, Inc. (Intellicall) opposed the provision 
that requires all COPT providers in pacBell's territory to use 
PacBell's automated call completion and hilling services in 
exchange for PacBell's agreement to compensate COPT providers 10 
cents for each non-sent-paid intraLATA call they originate in 
PacBel1's territory. Intellicall asserted that an evidentiary 
record needed to be developed prior to Commission action on the 
agreement. 

International Telecharge, Inc. supported the agreement. 
However, it believed that clarification is needed on three points. 
First, that LEes should be required to instruct callers who reach 

4 CP National, Citizens Utilities Company of California, Evans 
Telephone Company, GTE West Coast Incorporated, Happy Valley 
Telephone Company, Hornitos Telephone Company, Kerman Telephone 
Company, Pinnacles Telephone Company, Sierra Telephone Company, 
Inc., The Siskiyou Telephone Company, Tuolumne Telephone Company, 
The Volcano Telephone Company, and Winterhaven Telephone Company. 
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the LEC operator on a 0- (local) basis to dial interLATA calls on a 
0+ basis, Part V(8)(10) of the agreement. Second, the maximum 20-
second Iesponse time that an operator has to respond to a call 
placed from a private pay phone be measured from the first ring, 
Part V(8)(11)(b). Third, that the mechanized rate for calling 
cards not be applicable in those calls for which live operators are 
necessary, Part V(8)(11)(h). 

Roseville Telephone Company et al. 5 (Roseville) took a 
neutral stand on the agreement. From Roseville's perspective, it 
believes that the terms of the agreement should be applied only to 
those utilities that signed the agreement and since Roseville and 
other independents did not sign the agreement, the agreement is not 
applicable to them. . 

The State of California Department of General Se'rvices 
(General Services) opposed the entire concept of public policy pay 
phones unless and until the LECs are able to substantiate that such 
phones exist in definitive numbers • 

TURN objected to only one aspect of the agreement. It 
opposed the provision which excludes competition in operator and 
billing services in exchange for a LEC payment to COPT providers of 
10 cents for every completed non-sent-paid call originating from a 
COPT instrument. It objected because the LEC payments to COPTs 
would remain on the LECs regulated books, the cost of which co~ld 
be passed on to ratepayers in future years. 
Withdrawal of Karch 21, 1989 Agreement 

At the August 9, 1989 PMC held to discuss comments filed 
on the second agreement, DRA moved to withdraw the first agreement, 
which it sponsored into the record on March 21, 1989. Parties 

5 Roseville Telephone Company, Calaveras Telephone Company, 
California-Oregon Telephone Company, Ducor Telephone Company, 
Foresthill Telephone Company, and the Ponderosa Telephone Company • 
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concurred that a majority of the parties which signed both the 
first and second agreement were no longer bound by what they agreed 
to in the first agreement. There was no objection to ORA's motion. 
The March 21, 1989 agreement was withdrawn. 
Public Participation Hearings 

Parties which filed comments on the second agreement 
either agreed that public participation hearings should be held or 
did not oppose them. Therefore, public participation hearings were 
scheduled and held in San Francisco, Sacramento, Santa Monica, and 
San Diego during September 1989. 

To encourage public participation at the hearings, 
pacBell and GTE sent out timely bill inserts to inform their 
customers of the terms of the agreement and the dates and locations 
of the public participation hearings. The bill insert also 
informed ratepayers that the proposed May 11, 1989 agreement would 
providet 

a. A price of 20 cents per call for all local 
calls from pay phones for the next five 
years. 

b. Free access to emergency, repair, 
directory assistance, -800· numbers, and 
the local exchange operators. 

c. All pay phones will have clear signs and 
instructions giving rate information, 
dialing directions, free access, the name 
of the pay phone vendor, and the long-
distance carrier serving that pay phone. 

d. Prices approved by the Commission will'be 
enforced. 

e. A new pay station charge will be applied to 
collect and credit card calls, in addition 
to the surcharge that already apply (30-
cent pay station charge). 

There were 163 individual ratepayers who responded to the 
bill insert by sending letters to the Commission's Public Advisor's 
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Office. Because of the substantial number of letters received from 
ratepayers, the ALJ requested CACD to prepare a late-filed exhibit 
(Exhibit 65) summarizing the ratepayer responses. Of the 583 
responses addressing the proposed agreement 317 opposed the 30-cent 
surcharge. The predominant reason for opposition to the surcharge 
is the belief that credit card calls are less costly for the 
telephone company to handle. 

Of the total letters received, 711 ratepayers, or 93%, 
complained about COPT providers and their equipment. Complaints 
were specific and included complaints about inferior service 
quality and equipment, difficulty in getting a refund, broken 
equipment and poor maintenance, difficulty or inability to access 
long-distance carrier of choice, and don't allow incoming calls. 

The public participation hearings resulted in 
approximately 100 persons who comrnentedon the proposed agreement 
in person. They were comprised of COPT vendors and ratepayers 
predominately in favor ~f the agreement. Several of the ratepayers 
who spoke complained about COPT providers and their equipment, and 
about the 30-cent surcharge, similar to those who sent letters to 
the Commission. 
Evidentiary Hearings 

Evidentiary hearings were held on September 28 and 29, 
and October 2 and 3, 1989 to receive eviden~e on whether the public 
interest is best served at this point in time by adopting the 
agreement as presented, or whether the public interest is best 
served by modifying the agreement to allow Intellicall to use its 
own pay phones for automated call completion and billing services 
in PacBell's territory. Evidence was also received on whether the 
30-cent pay station charge on non-sent-paid calls placed from COPTs 
should be implemented. 

DRA, CPA, Com Systems, GTE, and PacBell offered testimony 
in support of the agreement. Inte1licall and Far West Pay 
Telephone offered testimony opposing the agreement. Briefs were 
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filed on October 25, 1989 and reply briefs on November 3, 1989. 
The proceeding was submitted upon the receipt of late-filed Exhibit 
65, summary of customer response to pay phone bill insert, on 
November 6, 1989. 
Pay Station Charge for Non-Sent-paid Calls 

The additional surcharge of up to 30 cents for non-sent-
paid calls from pay phones resulted from the settlement of two 
different issues. The first was that calling card customers and 
collect customers making calls from pay phones were getting a -free 
ride- in terms of costs of pay phones not being included in the 
expenses that were used to develop the costs or the charges for 
those calls. 

The second was the parties' desire to reduce the maximum 
25-cent charge for a local call to 20 cents for a five-year period. 
However, in order to agree to a 5-cent cost reduction for local 
calls for a five-year period, CPA testified that it was necessary 
to provide some compensation to the pay phone operators • 

An analysis of calls placed from pay phones by O'Keefe of 
CPA showed that, on the average, there are nine local calls placed 
for every O-plus intraLATA cail. Of the nine local calls, a 
customer pays the full 25 cents 60% of the time even though the 
customer is only required to pay 20 cents. O'Keefe explained that 
COPTs currently do not apply the full 25-cent charge for a local 
call from the remaining 40% of pay phones because of negative 
customer reaction to COPT service. O'Keefe factored these two 
differences to arrive at a break even point of 27 cents. He 
acknowledges that his calculations excluded the 10-cent charge that 
COPTs can currently impose for billing and collection charges. 
Therefore, the increase is only 20 cents per call above the current 
authorized charge. 

If we eliminate the 30-cent pay station service charge, 
pacBell's Ruiz asserts that there are only two options left for 
pacBel1. The first option is to back out of the agreement although 
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the surcharge impacts the cross subsidy formula of the agreeme.nt, 
and the other option is to renegotiate the settlement. However, in 
PacBell's reply brief, it concedes that it is willing to charge 
zero cents, the full 30 cents, or the current service charge. 

TURN, in its November I, 1989 opening brief pertaining to 
the agreement concurred that, from the information provided at the 
agreement hearings, there was sufficient support for a 25-cent 
surcharge. It argued that any further reduction to the surcharge 
would require either workshops or hearings to resolve this issue. 

Consumer Action (CA) asserts that the outpouring of 
letters from end users summarized in the late-filed exhibit 
substantiates that the end user is not satisfied with COPT service. 
CA believes that the 30-cent surcharge would be an unjustified 
reward for poor service. Alternatively, CA recommends that we 
consider a lesser surcharge of 20 to 25 cents or make the 30 cents 
surcharge effective only after the consumer safeguards specified in 
the agreement are in place • 

Based on an analysis of the late-filed exhibit, ORA also 
acknowledges that the end user is overwhelmingly opposed to the 30-
cent pay station surcharge. However, ORA believes that once the 
agreement is implemented, service conditions will improve and 
resolve most of the end users' concerns. Further, it points out 
that any change in the pay station surcharge will create problems 
for other portions of the agreement. For example, commission caps 
for GTE and Contel which are set on revenues derived from the pay 
station service charge will be impacted and may result in further 
cross-subsidization concerns. 
Automated Call Completion and Billing Services 

The agreement provides for three distinct approaches to 
intraLATA operator and hilling services for the signatory LEes. 
Contel would offer operator-in-the-box (voice store and forward) 
competition, GTE operator-in-the-box and limited operator service 
provided intraLATA competition, and pacBell would not offer any 
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intraLATA operator and hilling services. Instead, pacBell would 
pay COPT providers the-10 cents per completed non-sent-paid call 
identified above. 

ouring the course of the hearing, PacBell testified that 
it was going to introduce its own store and forward COPT, known as 
Automated Alternate Billing System (AABS), in the very near future. 
By reply brief, pacBell stipulated that its AABS would be 
implemented in the mid-1990's. The AABS disclosure resulted in 
signators of the agreement, such as ORA, to seek modification of 
the agreement so that limited intraLATA AOS could take place in 
PacBell's territory. 

The AABS disclosure also resulted in GTE requesting 
limited modification to the agreement. The agreement, as written, 
requires the two LECs offering AOS to work with ORA and other 
interested parties to develop a monitoring plan for their AOS 
tariffed offerings, and requires GTE to provide a report to ORA and 
other interested parties. However, in light of pacBell's 
disclosure of AABS, GTE opposes the data gathering requirement of 
the agreement. GTE asserts that because pacBel1 plans to offer 
AABS, the data gathering requirement is moot and should not be 
provided to ORA, PacBel}, or other interested parties. 

CA disagrees with GTE's request to eliminate the 
reporting requirement. CA argues that whenever a radically 
different technology such as voice store and forNard technology is 
proposed, that a Commission supervised trial should be required to 
ensure that consumers are adequately protected. 

On March 19, 1990, approximately four months after this 
proceeding was submitted, PacHell and Intel1ical1 filed a motion to 
reopen the proceeding. 
Motion to Reopen the proceeding 

pacBel} and Intellicall sought to reopen the proceeding 
so that it could present to the Commission a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) which reflects a new and jointly-formulated 
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position of these parties with respect to the May II, 1989 
agreement. 

PacBell and Intellicall represented that after the 
proceeding was submitted, they resumed negotiations in an effort to 
narrow the differences between their positions on the provision of 
intraLATA operator and billing services within PacBell's territory. 

The terms of the MOU provide fora 

a. A grandfather provision allowing .COPT 
operators currently utilizing set-based 
store and forward technology to continue 
providing intraLATA operator assistance and 
billing services in PacBellts territory. 

h. Manufacturers of set-based technology to 
market an additional number of units during 
the period prior to the ·official· 
commencement of intraLATA competition. 

c. Consumer safeguards to resolve concerns 
raised about the store and forward sets at 
the evidentiary hearings • 

d. An increase of PacBell's $41 million 
commission cap to the extent that PacBell 
faces competition from store and forward 
technology, based on a specific formula. 

By a March 26, 1990 ALJ ruling, the proceeding was 
reopened to address the motion. Interested parties intending to 
answer the motion were ordered to file their answers by April 3, 
1990. An evidentiary hearing to address the motion was set for 
April 3, 1990. 
Answers to the Motion 

DRA, TURN, and Com Systems opposed the motion to reopen 
the proceeding. Opposition consisted of procedural concerns and 
the need for clarification of the MOU. 

Elcotel, Inc. (Elcotel), a manufacturer of instrument-
implemented store and forward technology, mailed a letter to the 
ALJ stating that it opposed the motion to reopen the proceeding • 
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Elcotel did not file an answer to the motion because it was not an 
appearance of record. However, subsequent to the letter, Elcotel 
filed a petition to intervene on the grounds that the MOU would 
discriminate against Elcotel and other manufacturers of store and 
forward technology. 

Elcotel asserts that the MOU, which allows Intellicall to 
grandfather 4,660 Intellicall store and forward 'units compared to 
only 400 units of all other manufacturers, is anticompetitive. 
This is because Elcotel would be required to reduce its 3,500+ 
store and forward units currently in California so that Elcotel and 
all other manufactures will not exceed 400 store and forward units 
required by the MOU. Going forward, the MOU provides for 
manufacturers to increase their grandfathered units by 80%. 
However, since Elcotel is restricted to a total of 400 units with 
all other manufacturers, Elcotel will be required to share a total 
of 320 additional store and forward units with all other 
manufacturers • 

Elcote! entered an appearance at the April 9, 1990 
evidentiary hearing which was set to address the MOU, making its 
petition to intervene moot. It need not be addressed further. 

Although GTE and Contel did not oppose the motion to 
reopen the proceeding, they asserted that the MOU, if adopted, 
would require additional modification to the agreement. 
Specifically, the provision for GTE's and Contel's commission caps 
and the requirement that GTE and Contel monitor COPT pay phones 
which use store and forward technology needs to be revised. 
Evidentiary Hearing on the Memorandum of Understanding 

Evidentiary hearings on the MOU were held on April 9, 10, 
and 23, 1990. procedural opposition to the motion was addressed at 
the April 9th hearings. All parties at the hearing, except for the 
signatories of the MOU, agreed that the substance of the MOU needed 
to be clarified. A concern was also raised as to whether the MOU 
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is a change in position of the two parties or whether the MOU is a 
new agreement. 

Rule 51.2 of the Stipulation and Settlement Procedures 
specifically require that parties to a proceeding propose a 
stipulation or settlement for adoption any time after the first 
prehearing conference and within 30 days after the last date of 
hearing. 

Pursuant to Rule 51.2, the MOU cannot be construed as a 
stipulation or settlement because the MOU was consummated and 
offered to the Commission on Karch 19, 1990, more than 30 days 
after the November 6, 1989 submittal of the proceeding. 

However, Rule 84 allows for a party to a proceeding to 
petition to set aside submission and to reopen a proceeding for the 
taking of additional evidence. By ALJ ruling the proceeding was 
reopened for the taking of evidence pertaining to the MOU. 

Intellicall's Presson and PacBell's Ruiz explained the 
process that they went through to arrive at their MOU. Although 
CPA was aware of the contents of negotiation, only Intellicall and 
PacBell participated in the negotiations that led to the MOU. 

Presson explained that the number of grand fathered units 
was based on the number of store and forward sets that Intellicall 
had in PacBell's territory as of January 31, 1990. The going 
forward number of additional grand fathered units negotiated between 
PacBell and Intellicall was based on providing an opportunity for 
modest growth of store and forward sets in PacBell's territory. 

Presson concurred with pacHell that Intellicall's 
grand fathered sets would be subject to the same testing procedure 
required of store and forward units identified in the agreement. 
Presson also acknowledged that the grandfatheredtunits would be 
subject to the consumer safeguards and with the positive option 
features identified in the agreement CRT 4202). 

Intellicall made no effort to determine the number of 
store and forward units that manufacturers other than Intellicall 
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have located in PacBe1l's territory and that the 400 ceiling tor 
all other manufacturers was based on PacBe11's estimate of the 
number of non-Intellicall sets located in PacBell's territory. 

Ruiz testified at length concerning the process used to 
arrive at the negotiated number of store and forward sets and the 
growth factor at RT 4243 et seq. 

Ruiz also explained that he developed the number of store 
and forward sets which manufacturers other than Intellica1l could 
grandfather by asking COPT vendors if there were manufacturers 
other than Intellicall providing similar equipment and reviewing 
hilling records of all COPT accounts. 

Subsequent to negotiating the MOU, Ruiz called and wrote 
to several manufacturers of store and forward units. During the 
first day of hearings on the MOU, Ruiz learned that two 
manufacturers of store and forward sets had a total of 5,700 sets 
either in place, in inventory, or ordered for PacBell territory as 
of January 31, 1990. ProteI had 2,000 sets and Elcotel 3,700 • 

Intellicall sponsored a stipulation between Intellicall, 
Elcotel, and PacBell into the record as Exhibit 66. This new 
stipulation dated April 23, 1990 modifies the MOU to resolve the 
issue of grandfathered units discussed at the earlier MOU hearings. 
This modification provides Elcotel up to 1,412 of grand fathered 
units and proteI up to 471. It also allows for Intellicall, 
Elcotel, and ProteI to place into operation by COPT operators in 
any twelve-month period a maximum of 2,000 units, 1,500 units, and 
500 units, respectively. 

All parties present at the April 23, 1990 hearing 
concurred that oral arguments and briefs were not necessary. 
parties also concurred that the comment period on the ALJ proposed 
decision on this matter should be shortened to ten days and reply 
comments be due five days later. 

Pursuant to Rule 311(d), a reduction of the time period 
for acting after publication of an ALJ proposed decision can only 
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be granted upon the stipulation of all parties to the proceeding. 
To reconcile this statutory requirement, the ALJ issued a ruling-
requiring any party who opposes the shortening of the 30-day period 
to file a written objection with the Docket Office by Hay 7, 1990. 
No objection has been filed. ~herefore, comments on the ALJ's 
proposed decision are due ten days from the date that the proposed 
decision is mailed and reply comments five days later. The matter 
will be on the Co~~ission's June 6, 1990 agenda. 
Conclusion 

Although the agreement is not a perfect agreement, it 
does represent the results of good faith negotiations and 
compromises on the part of the parties that signed the agreement. 
The MOU modified to reflect the subsequent agreement between 
Intellicall, Elcotel, and PacBell, attached to this decision as 
Appendix B, is a reasonable compromise to provide store and forward 
pay phone technology in PacBell's territory. Absent this MOU and 
subsequent agreement California ratepayers would not receive store 
and forward technology in pacBell's territory. 

However, the agreement does not just affect the parties 
that signed the agreement. It also affects the end user, as 
evidenced by the 763 letters incorporated into late-filed Exhibit 
65 and the end users who testified at public statement hearings. 
Any decision of the issues identified in this investigation should 
result in a balance of interests between consumers and 
utilities/COPT providers. 

We recognize that the agreement was signed by AT&T, CPA, 
Com Systems, CA, Contel, ORA, GTE, and pacBell on the premise that 
if the ALJ or Commission rejects or changes the agreement or 
individual terms of portions of it," the agreement will be null and 
void and withdrawn from the proceeding, unless all parties to the 
agreement agree otherwise. We also recognize that a similar 
condition was imposed on the MOU signed by Intellicall and pacBell. 
However, we cannot accept the agreement by itself, without minor 
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modification to reflect consumer input. To balance consumers 
interest with utilities and COPT providers' interest we wi~l adopt 
the agreement identified in Appendix A and Appendix B modified to 
include specific minor modifications identified below. 

We invite parties to review the modifications to see if 
they can accept them. We will expect parties to explain in their 
comments to the proposed decision whether they can accept such 
minor revisions to the agreement and if not why not. If a party 
cannot accept any of the changes they should explain why the 
modification is not acceptable and be prepared to support their 
position at a hearing. 

HOU and Subsequent Modification 
We recognize that the MOU and subsequent agreement do not 

resolve all issues regarding competitive store and forward 
technology in pacBell territory, however, it does provide customers 
the opportunity to use such technology in PacBell's territory. No 
party has offered any reason why such technology should be deferred 
pending PacBell's offering of AABS. Therefore; we propose to adopt 
the MOU as modified by the subsequent agreement. 

Pay phone 30-Cent service Charge 
Although we concur with the signatories to the agreement 

that customers making calls from pay phones should not get a free 
ride, we cannot overlook the substantial negative response from end 
users on the 30-cent surcharge. With the implementation of 
consumer safeguards identified in the agreement, this negative 
reaction and poor service should to be resolved. Therefore, to 
balance end user concerns and to provide COPT providers an 
incentive to implement consumer safeguards quickly, we will adopt 
TURN's and CA's recomrr.endation that the 30-cent surcharge be 
reduced to 15 cents. Upon the implementation of monitorfng 
guidelines to be developed from the enforcement workshops 
identified in the agreement and upon a period of experience that 
demonstrates full compliance of the guidelines, wo will e~tertain a 
request for increasing the 2S-cent surcharqe to 30 cents. 
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We will require CACD to hold workshops within 90 days 
after this decision is signed to develop the enforcement guidelines 
identified in the agreement, Article V of Appendix A. CACD shall 
provide a report to the Commission and file a copy of the report in 
this proceeding within 90 days from completion of the workshops. 
Utilities should submit advice letter filings for authority to 
implement the workshop results. 

GTE's and Contel's Store and Forward Monitoring program 
The original intent of GTE'S and Contel's store and 

forward monitoring program was to determine whether such service 
was feasible in PacBell's territory, Article IV of Appendix A. 
However, with the adoption of the MOU and subsequent agreement this 
program is moot. It now becomes an evaluation program to insure 
that the program operates as intended. Since GTE has a maximum of 
500 store and forward sets in its territory and Conte 1 has even . 
less, it is reasonable to require pacBell to monitor its projected 
4,000 plus store and forward sets for evaluation. Rather than 
requiring a report be provided to DRA and other interested parties 
we will direct CACD to hold workshops within 90 days from the date 
of this order to develop the monitoring program. We will also 
require PacBel1 to provide a report based on the monitoring 
criteria established in the workshops to CACD one year from the 
date the criteria is established. 

If the report shows a need to modify the regulation of 
store and forward pay phone sets, CACD should prepare an order 
instituting investigation into the operations and practices of 
store and forward pay phone sets for Commission consideration. 

GTE's and contel's Co~ssion Cap 
Although the agreement caps GTE's and Contel's pay phone 

commissions, the MOU lifts pacBell's maximum commission level. 
pacBell's pay phone commissions are now based on a formula attached 
to the MOU as Exhibit A. Also, with our adoption of a 25-cent pay 
phone surcharge, GTE's and Contel's cowmission cap is obsolete • 
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Therefore, we propose to require GTE and Contel to calculate their 
pay phone commission cap on an equivalent basis with PacBell's 
formula. 

Applicability of Consumer Safeguards to Independents 
Although we only named PacBell, GTE, and Contel as 

respondents to this proceeding, the independent telephone 
companies, such as Roseville Telephone Company, have participated 
in this proceeding. The independent telephone companies have not 
signed the agreement, MOU, or subsequent agreement. And, since we 
did not name the independent telephone companies respOndents, we 
will not impose the requirements of this decision on them at this 
time. However, we strongly encourage the independent telephone 
companies to adopt the pay phone consumer safeguards set forth in 
this decision with any advice letter or application that they may 
file to provide COPT service. If they decide to provide COPT 
service without adopting the consumer safeguards in this decision, 
wa will expect them to substantiate in their filing why the 
specific consumer safeguard procedures are not appropriate for 
them. 
Request for Finding of Bligibility 

On July I, 1988, CA filed a request for finding of 
eligibility for compensation, pursuant to Article 18.7 of the 
Commission's Rules of Practice and procedur~. No party has filed a 
response to CA's request. 

Article 18.7 contains the requirements to be met by 
intervenors seeking compensation -for reasonable advocate's fees, 
reasonable expert witness fees, and other reasonable costs to 
public utility customers of participation or intervention in any 
hearing or proceeding of the commission initiated on or after 
January I, 1985, to modify a rate or establish a fact or rule that 
may influence a rate.- This proceeding was opened to examine the 
current offering of coin and coinless COPT service and to consider 
market structure and regulation of COPT service. Therefore, this 
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proceeding clearly falls within the definition of applicable 
proceedings. 

Rule 76.54 requires that any filing of a request for 
eligibility be filed within 30 duys of the first prehearing 
conference or within 45 days of the close of the evidentiary 
record. CA's request was filed within 30 days after the June I, 
1988 prehearing conference and, therefore,'meets the filing date 
requirement. 

Rule 76.4(a) requires that a request for eligibility 
include four itemsa 

1. A showing that participation would pose a 
significant financial hardship. Also a 
summary of the party's finances 
distinguishing between grant funds 
committed to specific projects and 
discretionary funds. 

2. A statement of issues the party intends to 
raise. 

3. An estimate of the compensation that will 
be sought. 

4. A budget for the party's presentation. 

Significant Financial Hardship 
Rule 76.52(f) defines the first of these requirements, 

·significant financial hardship,· to mean both of the following I 

That, in. the judgement of the Commission, 
the customer has or represents an interest 
not otherwise adequately represented, 
representation of which is necessary for a 
fair determination of the proceeding; and 

Either that the customer cannot afford to 
pay the costs of effective participation, 
including advocate's fees, expert witness 
fees, and other reasonable costs of 
participation and the cost of obtaining 
judicial review, or that, in the case of a 
group or organization! the economic 
interest of the indiv dual members of the 
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group or organization is small in 
comparison to the costs of effective 
participation in the proceeding.-

The first element of a demonstration of significant 
financial hardship is a showing that -the customer has or 
represents an interest not otherwise adequately represented, 
representation of which is necessary for a fair determination of 
the proceeding.- ·Customer- is defined in Rule 16.52(e) as any 
participant representing consumers, customers, or subscribers of 
any electrical, gas, telephone, or water corporation subject to our 
jurisdiction, any representative who has been authorized by a 
customer, or any representative of a group or organization 
authorized pursuant to its articles of incorporation or bylaws to 
represent the interest of residential customers. 

CA, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization with 2,600 
members throughout California, asserts that it represents an 
interest of residential ratepayer that would not otherwise be 
adequately represented in this proceeding. Although TURN is also 
representing residential customers in this proceeding, CA points 
out that the two organizations have unique perspectives and 
different members. Further, CA believes that because of the vital 
role that the Commission Advisory and Compliance Division (CACD) 
COPT workshop will play in this proceeding, it is important to have 
two different organizations participate. 

CA has played an active role on private pay telephones 
since July 1981 when it released the results of a survey detailing 
widespread consumer compl"aints and problems with the existing COPT 
tariff. CA has also been active in informal COPT workshops set up 
by the Commission. 

We conclude that CA represents an interest that, although 
it overlaps with parts of TURN's interest, is an interest not 
otherwise adequately represented. We also conclude, as 
substantiated by the 763 ratepayer complaints identified in Exhibit 
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63, that the representation of an organization like CA is necessary 
for a fair determination of this proceeding. CA has met the first 
prong of the significant financial hardship test. 

The second prong of the significant hardship test 
requires CA to provide a summary of finances distinguishing between 
grant funds committed to specific projects and discretionary funds. 
In response to this requirement, CA attached its year ended 
March 31, 1988 financial statement and its budget for the year 
ending March 31, 1989 to its request. The financial statement 
shows that CA has $18,429 of discretionary funds as of March 31, 
1988. However, $84,500 of CAts $135,000 projected income for the 
year ending March 31, 1989 is committed to specific projects. 

CAts limited discretionary income supports membership and 
general public services such as eight yearly issues of CA news, 
four state-wi~e banking fee and service· surveys, two long-distance 
rate surveys, research and printing of guides to complaint-handling 
agencies, and staffing of a complaint and information switch board • 
We conclude that CA has met the requirements of Rule 76.54(a)(1) 
and has shown that participation in this proceeding would pose a 
significant financial hardship, and that the economic interest of 
the organization is small in comparison to the costs of effective 
participation in this proceeding. 

statement of Issues 
Rule 76.54(a)(2) requires a statement of issues that the 

party intends to raise. In its request, CA states that it intends 
to address each of the issues raised in the investigation, and to 
raise other issues related to consumer complaints and problems 
associated with both AOS and COPTs. CA, therefore, meets this 
requirement. 

Estimate of coupensation 
Rule 76.54(a)(3) requires CA to provide an estimate of 

the compensation it will seek to recover. At the time CA's request 
was filed CA represented that although it intends to seek -full 
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compensation- for work on issues to which it substantially 
contributes, however, it is too early to know what these issues 
will be and difficult to estimate. CA has provided a budget for 
its proposed participation in this proceeding. 

Budget 
Pursuant to Rule 76.54(a)(4), CA provided the following 

budget for its proposed participation in this proceedings 

Advocates Fees @ $125 hour 
Consultant Fees @ $100 hour 
Other Reasonable Fees and 

Expenses @10% of expenses 

TOTAL BUDGET 

Common Legal Revresentation 

$50,000 
5,000 

5,500 

$60,500 

Rule 76.54(b) allows other parties to comment on the 
request, including a discussion of whether a common legal 
representative is appropriate. Pursuant to Rule 76.55, our 
decision on CA's request may designate a co~~on legal 
representative. CA does not believe that it is appropriate to 
designate a common legal representative. No other party filed any 
comment on this issue. Therefore, we find no current need to 
designate a common legal representative in this proceeding. 

CA is placed on notice that it may be subject to audit or 
review by CACD; therefore, adequate accounting records and other 
necessary documentation must be maintained by the organization in 
support of all claims for intervenor compensation. Such record 
keeping systems should identify specific issues for which 
compensation is being requested. The actual time spent by each 
employee, the hourly rate paid, fees paid to consultants, and any 
other costs incurred for which compensation may be claimed. 
Section 311 Comments 

The ALJ's proposed decision on this matter was filed with 
the Docket Office and mailed to all parties of record on May II, 
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1990 , pursuant to Rule 77 of the Co~~ission's Rules of Practice and 
procedure. 

Comments on the ALJ's proposed decision were properly 
filed by CA, contel, CPA, CP National and other independent 
telephone companies, ORA, GTE, Intellicall, PacBell, and TURN. 
Reply comments were properly filed by CA, CPA, GTE, Intellicall, 
and PacBell. 

Of the seven signatories to the agreement, three 
signators accept the ALJ's proposed modifications to the agreement. 
They are CA, CPA, and DRA~ The remaining four signatories to the 
agreement, AT&T, Com systems, contel, and GTE do not specifically 
state whether they concur with the proposed modifications. Of the 
five remaining active parties to this proceeding, PacBel1 and 
Intellicall concur with the proposed modifications. 

We ha~e carefully reviewed the comments and reply 
comments filed by the active parties to this proceeding, but have 
not summarized them in this order. To the extent that they 
required discussion, or changes to the proposed decision, the 
discussion or changes have be~~ incorporated into the body of this 
order. 
Findings of Fact 

1. Consumer complaints about COPT service and the 
dissatisfaction of both COPT providers and the LECs with the 
current regulation of COPTs resulted in the opening of this 
proceeding. 

2. PacBell, GTE, and contel were named respondents to this 
proceeding. 

3. DRA filed a motion for adoption of a settlement agreement 
which was negotiated during workshops held in 1988. 

4. A second agreement dated May 11, 1989 was filed with the 
Commission on May 17, 1989. 

5. The first agreement was withdrawn on August 9, 1989. 
6.- Hearings were held on the second agreement to receive 

evidence on whether the public interest is best served by adopting 
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the agreement as presented or whether the public interest is best 
served by modifying the agreement to allow Intellical1 to use its 
own pay phones for automated call completion and billing services 
in PacBel1's territory. 

7. Evidence was also received on whether the 30-cent pay 
station charge on non-sent-paid calls placed from COPTs should be 
implemented. 

8. In response to a bill insert, 763 individual ratepayers 
sent letters to the Commission's Advisor's Office regarding COPT 
service and the agreement. Of the letters received over 93\ 
complained about COPT providers and their equipment. 

9. More than 40\ of the ratepayer who sent letters opposed 
the 30-cent surcharge on non-sent-paid calls. 

10. Most of the 100 people who commented on the agreement at 
public participation hearings held throughout the state were in 
favor of the agreement. 

11. The agreement requires PacBel1 and GTE to offer co~rs 
intraLATA billing and collection service for the pay station 
service charge. 

12. PacBell is going to introduce AABS, its own AOS in the 
very near future. 

13. CA believes that the 30-cent surcharge would be an 
unjustified reward for poor service. 

14. Any change to the 30-cent surcharge will impact other 
aspects of the agreement. 

15. PacBell and Intellica11 negotiate9 a MOU after the 
proceeding was submitted. 

16. PacBell's and Intellicall's motion to reopen the 
proceeding to address the MOU was granted. 

17. The MOU grandfathers a specific number of store and 
forward sets so that Inte11ica11 and other manufacturers can 
provide store and forward pay phones in pacBell/s territory. In 
return, PacBel1's commission cap would be increased. 
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18. The MOU requires E1cotel to reduce it 3,500+ store and 
forward'sets to less than 400. 

19. subsequent to the MOU, PacBel1 learned that manufacturers 
other than Inte11ica11 had 5,700 store and forward sets in 
PacBe11's territory. 

20. Inte11ica11 sponsored a supplemental agreement, which 
modified the MOU, to resolve the issue of grandfathered store and 
forward sets. Signators of the supplemental agreement agreed to 
comply with the terms of the settlement agreement and to provide 
positive acceptance of collect calls. 

21. All parties to the proceeding believe that the consumer 
safeguards should be implemented as soon as possible. 

22. No party objected to reducing the 30-day minimum period 
of time between the issuance of the ALJ proposed decision to the . date that the Corrmission can act on the decision by 10 days, to 20 
days. 

23. CA's request for eligibility was timely filed and 
addresses all four elements required by Rule 76.54(a) of the 
Commission's Rules of Practic~.and procedure. 

24. CA represents the in~erest of its 2,600 members residing 
in California, and itself as an organization. Th~se interests are 
not otherwise adequately rep~esented in this proceeding, and 
representation of these interests is necessary for a fair 
determination of this proceeding. 

25. The economic interests of CA's individual members is 
small in comparison to the costs of eff~ctive participation in this 
proceeding. 

26. CA has demonstrated that its participation in this 
proceeding will pose a significant financial hardship under Rule 
76.52(f). 

27. It is not necessary at this time to designate a common 
legal representative for the interests CA represents in this 
proceeding. 
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Conclusions of Law 
1. The stipulated agreement, MOU,· .and subsequent 

modification to the MOU should be adopted only if parties to the 
proceeding agree to the minor modifications identified in the 
decision. 

2. This decision should only apply to the utilities named as 
respOndents to the proceeding. 

3. The independent telephone companies should be strongly 
encouraged to adopt and implement the consumer safeguards 
identified in the agreement. 

4. CA should be ruled eligible to claim compensation for its 
participation in this proceeding. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that l 
1. The May 11, 1989 Settlement Agreement (Agreement) 

modified to incorporate the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and 
supplemental Agreement appended to this decision as Appendixes A 
and B are hereby approved subject to the following minor 
modifications discussed in this decision. 

a. The additional surcharqe of up to 30 cents 
for non-sent-paid calls from pay telephones 
provided in the Agreement shall be reduced 
to a maximum of 25 cents. 

b. GTE California, Inc. (GTE) and contel of 
California Inc. (Contel) shall not be 
required to develop a monitoring plan for 
their Alternate Operator Service (AOS) 
tariff offerings as provided for in Article 
IV of the Agreement. 

c. Pacific Bell shall be required to develop a 
monitoring plan for its store and forward 
COPT tariff offerings. 

d. The calculation of GTE's and Contel's 
commissions cap provided for in Article V 
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of the Agreement shall be modified to be 
calculated on an equivalent basis with 
PacBell's formula identified in the MOU. 
GTE and Contel shall provide to· the 
Commission Advisory and Compliance Division 
within 30 days from the effective date of 
the decision a worksheet which calculates 
their revised commission cap for approval 
and in accordance to the formula in 
Appendix A to this decision. 

2. The Commission Advisory and Compliance Division (CACO) 
shall hold workshops within 90 days after this decision is signed. 
The CACO shall notify all appearance of record to this proceeding 
of the date, time, location, and agenda of workshops at least 20 
days prior to the date of the first workshop, and shall provide a 
repOrt on the results of the workshops to the Commission within 90 
days of completion. The workshops shall be held to addresst 

a. Pay telephone enforcement as discussed in 
Articles V(8)(l) and V(8)(l2) of the 
Agreement. 

h. Public policy pay telephone as discussed in 
Article Vee) of the Agreement. 

c. The development of a store and forward 
monitoring program discussed in Article IV 
of the Agreement for PacBell. 

3. pacBell shall prepare a report based on the monitoring 
criteria developed in the workshops required in Ordering Paragraph 
2(c) of this decision, and shall provide a copy of the report to 
CACD one year from the date that the monitoring criteria is 
established. If the report shows a nee~ to modify the regulation 
of store and forward pay phone sets, CACD shall prepare an order 
instituting investigation for Commission consideration. 

4. Utilities shall submit advice letter filings for 
authority to implement t~e workshop results identified in Ordering 
paragraph 2 of this decision • 
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5. Although the Independent Telephone Companies care not 
named respondents to this proceeding, the Independent Telephone 
Companies are strongly encouraged to implement all of the consumer 
safeguards set forth in this decision. If any Independent 
Telephone Company decides to provide COPT service ~ithout adopting 
the consumer safeguards in this decision, we shall require them to 
substantiate in their filing why the specific consumer safeguard 
procedures are not appropriate for them. 

6. PacBell, GTE, and Contel shall prepare a bill insert to 
notify their customers and COPT vendors of the rate changes' 
authorized by this order. The bill inserts shall be approved by 
the Commission's Public Advisor Office and shall be mailed to 
customers within 60 days from the effective date of this order. 

7. PacBell, GTE, and contel shall also file separate advice 
letters within 60 days of the effective date of this order, with 
service to all parties of record, containing revisions of all 
tariffs affected by this order. These utilities shall file· a draft 
advice letter with the Corr~ission Advisory and Compliance Division, 
Chief of Telecommunications Branch at least 20 days prior to the 
filing of the advice letter. 

S. Consumer Action is eligible to claim compensation for its 
participation in this proceeding • 
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9. All terms and conditions of this decision shall be 
implemented 60 days from-the effective date of this order. 

10. This proceeding is closed. 
This order is effective today. 
Dated JUH·06199O ,at San Francisco, California. 
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION ~--Tim8TM't·-1)r c"trrorurtA· 

InVestigation instituted on the 
commissionls own motion into the 
operations, practices and 
regulation of coin and coinless 
customer-owned pay telephone 
service. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

--------------------------------) ) 
In the Matter of the Investigation ) 

. and Suspension on the Commissionls ) 
own motion of tariffs authorizing } 
the network connection of customer- ) 
owned instrument-implemented coin ) 
telephones, and the sal~ by Pacific ) 
Bell of such telephones and of ) 
booths and associated equipment, ) 
under Advice Letter NOl 14876. ) 

---------------------------------) ) 
National Pay Telephone Corp., 

Complainant, 

pac:fic Bell CO 1001 e), 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
} 
) 
) 
) 
) 

---------------------------------) 

I. 99-04-029 
(Filed April 13, 1988) 

(I&S 
Case 85-02-051) 

(Filed February ~l, 1985) 

Case 85-07-048 
(Filed July 17 ~1985) 

SETTLEMENT AGREEHENT 

This settlement Agreement is entered into on May 11, 

1989, by and among the several parties to the Commission1s Order 

Instituting Investigation I. 89-04-029 as are indicated on the 

signatory pages at the end of this document, as follows: 
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RECITAlS 

WHEREAS, on April 13, 1988, the California Public 

utilities Commission (the "Commission") issued an Order 

Instituting Investigation I. 88-04-029, a copy ot which is 

attached to this Agreement as Appendi~ A, to consider numerous 

issues concerning the operation of pay telephones by Local 

Exchange carriers ("LECs") and by operators of CUstomer Owned pay 

Telephones ("COPTS"): and 

WHEREAS, the parties heretO have participated in a 
-

series of workshops in which they have considered the issues 

raised in I. 88-04-029 and desire to submit to the commission a 

proposed settlement tor commission approval, adoption ot which 

would settle all issues; and 

WHEREAS, the parties have arrived at an agreement which, 

.they believe, is reasonable in light of the whole record, is 

consistent with the law of the .State of california, and is in the 

public interest; 

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I - TERM ANP SCOPE OF THE AGREEMENT 

The terms and conditions contained in this Settlement 

Agreement shall remain in effect for a minimum period of three 

(3) years from the date this Agreement is adopted by the 
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Comnission, exc_ept as where otherwise provided in this Agreement, 

including, without limitation, Appendix E. 

Thi. settlement Agreement shall apply to the provision 

of pay telephone service within the serving territory of the LECs 

that are signatories to this Agreement and is proposed to apply 

to the remaining LECs that offer connection ot COPT within their 

serving territories. 

ARTICLE I I - PRECEPENt USE OF THE AGREEMENT 

This Settlement Agreement represents a compromise among 

the parties who sign it or subsequently adopt it. Accordingly, 

it shall not be construed as a precedent. or policy statement tor 

or against, or an admission by, any ot the parties in any current 

or future proceeding. FUrther, the parties recognize that the 

issues resolved by this settlement Agreement should not be -

construed as reflecting any of the parties· views or positions 

concerning the underlying principles applicable to this 

investigation. 

The parties have entered into this agreement to avoid 

the eXpense and delay ot litigation. A party·s decision to sign 

this Agreement does not necessarily constitute its -endorsement of 

all or any prOVision of the Agreement. Signing this Agreement 

does not affect the rights that any party may have under any 
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federal or state laws reguleting trade and commerce or unfair 

competition. 

ARTICLE III - COHKISSION APPROVAL 

The binding force of this Settlement Agreement is 

eXpressly contingent upon Commission approval and adoption of 

both this Agreement and the resulting modifications to the 

- tariffs of the LECs as may be required to bring this Agreement 

into effect. In the event that the Administrative Law Judge or 

the commission rejects or changes this Agreement or individual 

terms of portions of it, this Agreement shall be null and void . 
and shall be withdrawn from the proceeding, unless all parties to 

the Agreement agree otherwise. If changes are proposed, such 

changes shall not become effective unless the undersigned parties 

agree in writing to accept the modifications. 

ARTICLE IV - UNDERLYING PRtHISES TO THE SE'rrLEHENT 

The parties agree that the framework under which pay 

telephone service is provided should be based on the following 

underlying premises, which incorporate differences in the ways 

that COPT connection is permitted in the serving territory of the 

various LECs within this State: 

1. Except as provided in subparagraphs l.a and l.b 

below, competition In intraLATA 0 plus operator and 
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billing services for 0 plus intraLATA calls generated 

from pay phones shall be authorized, provided that any 

auch call shall be routed from any such pay phone 

through the LEC's originating central office for 

completion by the LEe over the intraLATA message toll 

network and for billing by the LEC to the provid~r of 

any such pay phone under the intraLATA message toll 

tariff. Although th~ parties agree that competition is 

currently AD issue in I. 87-11-033, the parties request 

that the commission consider it in this proceeding, only 

as necessary, to facilitate this settlement. Other 

issues concerning competition in other 1ntraLATA 

services shall be deferred to the Commission's 

Alternative Regulatory Frameworks proceeding, I • 

87-11-033. contel of california agrees to maintain 

monitoring information in a format specified by ORA. 

a. As applied to GTE of California, Inc. 

("General n or "GTEC"), competition among 

independent firms and General within General's' 

serving area for intraLATA 0 plus operator and 

billing services for 0 plus intraLATA calls 

generate~ from pay phones shall be authorized as 

follows: 
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(1). Instrument implemented operator services 

and billing functions which are perfo~ed by 
the COPT instrument without use of an external 

AOS shall be permitted, provided calls are 

routed from any such pay phone through 

Generalis originating central office for 

completion by General over the intraLATA 

message toll network and for billing by 

General to the provider of any such pay phone 

under the intraLATA message toll tariff. 

(2). Calls routed to an external AOS for 
billing and collection purposes must be routed 

over intrastate tariffed feature groUp 
connections and must be returned over similar 

facilities to the central office to whieh the 

AOS is connected to General's network. 

Initiation of competition for billing and 

collection under such arrangements is 
conditional pending development, approval and 

implementation of systems for identifying and 

separating Generalis costs and revenues 

associated with access-type arrangements from 

Generalis cost and revenues from other 
intraLATA services and amendment of Generalis 
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intrastate access tariffs for application to 

the billing and collection services permitted 

in this section. 

(3). General's offering of intra LATA 0 plus 

operator and billing services described above 

shall be a tariffed trial offering. ~ 

tariff filed to implement this trial sholl 

only becOme effectiVe upon specific COmmission 

authorization bv commission resolutiOn Or 

commission order. General shall work with DRA 

and other interested parties to develop a 

monitoring plan. for this trial, and General 

shall provide a report to DRA and other 

interested parties one year following the date 

a tariff is filed by General implementin~this 

trial. 

b. As this Settlement Agreement applies to Pacific 

and with the e~ception noted in subparagraph 1. 
below, it provides that no intraLATA competition of 

any kind sholl be permitted in Pacific's serving 

area until intraLATA competition is approved by the 

Commission i.n its Alternative Regulatory Frameworks 

proceeding, I. 87-11-033, .except that pending the 

availability of the billing service provided for in 
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section V.F.3.d.l below, a COPT operator may 

continue to provide, to the extent, if any, 

authorized or permitted by the commission, operator 

and billing services on intraLATA calls but will 

not, tor such interval, be entitled to the 

compensation proVided for in section IV.J.a. below: 

provided, further, that when Pacific commences 

billing under section V.F.3.d.l, the right, it any, 

of a COPT operator or OSP to provide operator or 

billing services on intraLATA calls shall cease, 

and such calls shall be directed to Pacific for 

operator handling and billing. The above 

restriction on intraLATA competition encompasses 

any form of intraLATA competition not expressly 

authorized by the commission, including, without 

limitation, competition in intraLATA operator (be 

it "0+" or otherwise) and billing services, the 

billing and collection of any intraLATA operator 

services charges or Message Telephone service 

("MTS") charges through store and forward 

technology (or by any other means) contained in a 

pay.telepho~e set, or MTS calling: provided that 

COPT operators will be permitted to process 

customer-dialed "0+" intraLATA commercial credit or 
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bank card calls (but not telephone company calling 

cards of any kind)' provided, further, that no COPT 

operator or OSP will be deemed to be in violation 

of this provision for the completion of incidental 

lOXXX intraLATA calls completed solely for the 

reason that Pacific's central office equipment 

failed to block such calls, so long as neither the 

COPT operator nor the OSP either holds itself out 

as offering lOXXX intraLATA service or programs its 

equipment to override Pacific's central office 

blocking of such calls, but OSPs shall not 

compensate any COPT operator for the delivery of 

such intraLATA calls. 

1. As an e~ception to paragraph ~ above, 

competition for intraLATA operator servi~es 

and billing services can be permitted.in 

Pacific's serving area after, but only after, 

the Commission evaluates Generalis trial 

described above, and the eXperience in contel 

of californials serving area, and determines 

that such.competition should ~pply to 

Pacific. To assist the Commission in 

evaluating and determining whether to permit 

such competition described in paragraphs 1 and 
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2 above, Pacific shall prepare and submit to 

ORA and other parties a feasibility study on 

implementing that competition in its serving 

area two months after receipt of General's 

report. ORA shall evaluate the General 

report, Pacific's feasibility study and the 

eXperience in contel's serving area and shall 

hold workshops to evaluate implementation in 

Pacific's serving area. The parties shall 

submit a workshop report to the Commission, 

and any party objecting to the workshop 

report and the workshop's recommendation can 

file comments within fifteen days ot its 

receipt of such report or recommendations • 

The parties recommen~ that the commission 

determine, based on the workshop r~port and 

comments filed by the parties, the extent that 

. intraLATA operator and billing services 

competition will be allowed in Pacific's 

serving area, to the extent that such 

competition has not been addressed by any 

decision in I. 87-11-033. 

c. As this Settlement Agreement applies to 

General, pending the availability of the billing 
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8ervices provided for in section V.F.3.d below, a 

COPT operator ~ay provide, to the extent, if any, 

authorized or pe~itted by the Commission, operator 

and billing services on intraLATA calls • 

2. All 0 minus calls should be directed as dialed by 

the end user to the appropriate LEC. 
3. E~cept as provided in subparagraph a. below, local 

exchange carriers shall not be required to compensate 

operators of customer Owned Pay Telephones for intraLATA 

non-sent-paid calls. The LEC may, however, bill and 

collect the Pay station service Charge on behalf of COPT 

operators as provided for in section F of Article V • 

a. As applied to Pacific, this settlement -

Agreement provides that Pacific shall pay COPT 

operators compensation of $.10 per call for 

intra LATA revenue producing non-sent paid 

calls directed to pacific for completion and 

billing by Pacific. pacific and CPA will 

cooperate to develop procedures to allow for 

compensation of $.10 per call, and the 

recovery of the pay station Surcharge to the 

extent it is returned to Pacific as revenue, 

for such non-sent paid calls for which pacific. 
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receives operator services or KTS revenues but 

does not bill the call itself, less PAcificls 

reasonable costs of collecting such revenue 

and the cost of establishing such procedures, 

said reasonable cost not to e~ceed $.01 per 

message; Pacific acknowledges that CPA 

desires this feature as soon as technically 

possible, and Pacific will e~ercise reasonable 

good faith efforts to implement it quickly. 

such compensation for calls not billed by 

pacific will be effective upon implementation 

of the procedures which allow the payment of 

compensation. Nothing herein shall require 

the payment of any compensation for iDtraLATA 

calls- placed through 800, 950, or lOXXX 

calling, or for verify/interrupt. Pacific 

shall file an advice letter and place in a 

tariff the $.10 in compensation. pacific will 

not seek to increase rates in the Supplemental 

Rate Design Phase of its rate case or any 

other proceeding to recover the $.10 in 

compensation. All parties reserve the right 

to contest any other form of recovery by 
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Pacific, if any, of the $.10 in compensation 

from basic rate payers. 

4. This settlement agreement will apply in all 

exchanges. In exchanges in which only flat-rate service 

is provided, when a conflict arises between terms of 

this settlement and the tariff provisions governing 

connection of COPT instruments in flat-rate areas, the 

conditions of service of the LEC·s flat-rate tariff 

shall govern, including Pacific·s flat-rate tariffs. 

The principal differences concern the charge for local 

directory assistance (which shall be on a per-call-basis 

to the COPT operator at the tariffed business customer 

rates), the inclusion ot a charge for local usage in the 

access line charqe, and the provisions for blocking and 

screening (where the provisions of the flat-rate tariff 

shall control). 
5. Except as provided in Article I above, in order to 

reach a consistent regulatory structure, vhatever issues 

that do not require specific attention or resolution 

within the scope of the public telephone sector vill be 

deferred to the Commission·s broader investigation into 

Alternative Regulatory Frameworks for Local Exchange 

carriers, I. 87-11-033. The parties are not prohibited 

by this Agreement from taking positions in that other 
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proceeding which are not fully consistent with the termS 

of this Agreement, but the parties agree that, except as 

provided in Article I above, the terms and conditions 

established herein shall govern for the term of this 
A9ree~ent or such other period of time as is specified 

in the Agreement. 
6. Regulation of public telephones shall promote 

nini~um standards which meet end user eXpectations for 

public telephone service, but which allOW for 

~lexibility and innovation on the part of the pay 
telephone provider. The standards set for the operation 

of COPT instruments shall be the minimum required to 

meet public safety and welfare needs, and the 

competitive marketplace shall govern the balance. In 

the event of a material change in market conditions 

affecting pay telephones, any party may seek 
~odifications to this Agree:ent in I. 81-11-033 or any 

other appropriate proceeding should the public's 

interest require. 

. MIl cLt V - SETTLEMENT TERMS 

A. Definitions applicable to this settlement Agreement are 

contained in APpendix B. 

B. customer safeguards. 
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The parties to this settlement agree to accept the following 

standard.. The parties recommend that these standards be 

promulgated in a General Order applicable to all providers of 

)..-ay telephone service, LEC and COPI' alike. The LECs vill 

also incorporate these provisions in tariffs applicable to 

connection of COPT instruments and will themselves meet the 

standards. 
1. Provide end users with free access to the following: 

a. The LEC operator for 0 minus dialing, as dialed by 

the end user. 
b. 950-XXXX dialing, as dialed by the end user, where 

LEC facilities permit. 
c. 800-XXX-XXXX dialing, as dialed by the end user • 

d. lOXXX dialing. (This requirement shall be 

implemented only where FG-D service is available 

and after a procedure is implemented to address the 

fraud problem associated with use of this dialing 

pattern for domestic calling over pay phones. The 

parties commit to finding and implementing such a 

solution as soon as reasonably possible, and agree 

to participate in workshops to reach a solution in 

conjunction with industry efforts. Notwithstanding 

anything to the contrary herein, COPT providers 

shall be required to implement free access to lOXXX 
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calling where FG-D service is available not later 

than 12 ~onths following the effective date of the 

commission decision approving this Settlement 

Aqreement, unless a waiver is first obtained from 

the commission and, if neces.ary, the FCC.) 

e. The pay phone pro~iderls facilities throuqh which 

callers can report service trouble or co~plaints, 

and request refunds or qeneral assistance. siqnaqe 

on the pay telephone will provide instructions for 

the end user as to the number to dial for 

assistance. If the number is available from 
Bellcore, all private pay phone providers shall use 

the diqits "211" to allow callers to reach the pay 

phone provider's facilities. If the number is not 

available, the parties will agree on a standardized 

dialinq approach to reaching the repair tacility. 

If t~e caller dials O-minus and reaches the LEC 

operator with an inquiry or complaint, the LEC 

operator shall inform the caller to dial the 

assistance number shown on the phone's siqnaqe. 

f. 91l-Emerqency. 

q. 611-Repair. 
h. 411-Directory Assistance. 
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2. Access to sent-paid and non-sent-paid calling, and 

local, intraLATA toll, and interLATA calling, 
requirements by type of pay phone (see matri~ below): 
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LQeAL XNTRALATA lQLLllHI1;BUl:A 
sent Non-sent sent Non-sent 
nisi Paid EAi2 Paid 

coin-Single 
X X Denomination 

Coin-Multiple 
X X X X Denomination 

Non-coin X X 

Universal 
coin/credit X X X X 

3. The rates and charges tor intrastate calling and 

services from all pay phones shall be in accordance with 

applic~ble tariffs and any rate caps authorized by the 

Commission. 

4. Providers of a pay telephone may limit the length of a 

sent-paid local call by requiring the deposit of 

additional money. The minimum time period befo~~ 

cut-off of a local coin call shall be 15 minutes. pay 

phone providers who impose any time limit on local coin 

calls must provide the caller with a voice-over 

instruction or "beep" warning at the end of the time 

period to afford the caller the opportunity to deposit 

more money before the call is terminated. 

5. All pay telephone providers shall return the coins 

d6posited by an end user on an attempted but uncompleted 
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call. ~his coin return shall be made immediately after 

the end user hangs up. An attempted but uncompieted 

call refers to a call which results in, for example, the 

end user encountering (1) a busy siqnal, (2) a ring no 

answer, or (3) a network recording (for example, 

informing the caller that the number dialed has been 

disconnected). 
6. Intrastate/interLATA directory assistance shall be 

available to the end user at the same (or lower) rate 

the pay phone provider is charged by AT'T for intrastate 

interLATA directory assistance calling from pay phones. 

7. Coin-free access to intraLATA and interLATA 0 plus 

dialing shall be required. 

8 • Pay phones and enclosures shall be installed in 

compliance with california handicap access requirements. 

In addition, all LEes and all COPT operators doi~g 

business in california and. operating 100 or more pay 

telephones shall ensure that at least 5 per cent, 

including at least one accessible telephone, of pay 

telephones in high traffic areas will be equipped with 

volume controls (a~plified handsets) and appropriate 

indentification signage. (see D. 87-04-027). 
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. 9. All pay phone providers shall observe the siqnage 

requirements as recommended by the workshop in its . 
AUgust 19, 1988 report to the ALJ. 

10. If a caller dials "0" (zero) from any pay phone to make 

11. 

an intraLATA non-sent-paid call and reaches the LEC 

operator, the .LEC operator shall advise the caller to 

dial 0 plus. If the caller, after being advised by the 

LEC operator to dial 0 plus, e~resses a preference to 

complete the intraLATA call utilizing 0 minus operator 

a~sistance service, then the LEC operator shall provide. 

what the customer requests. 
LEC and lEC operator.services serving pay phones in the 

intraLATA and/or intrastate/interLATA 0 plus operator 

. services market shall adopt the following provision~ 

which shall be incorporated in the Commission1s decision 

in this proceeding as applicable to all operator service 

providers under the Commission1s jurisdiction, and which 

the parties agree to incorporate into their applicable 

tariffs: 
a. Non-sent-paid charges for calls originating from 

pay phones .shall comply with applicable tariffs and 

rate caps authorized by the Commission. 

b. Operator response time for.private pay phones shall 

not exceed 20 seconds after the called number is 
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dialed by the customer. The LEe shall continue to 

observe the operator response times contained in 

General Order 133A • 
c. The operator service shall identity itselt to the 

caller at least once during the contact before any 

charges are assessed to the caller (e.g., "XYZ 

operator, may I help yoU" or "Thank you for using 

XYZ"). 
d. operator service personnel shall quote the 

e. 

appropriate rates for their services at the 

customerls request for the call as placed. 
In the interLATA 0 plus operator services market 

serving pay phones, operator service personnel 

shall instruct the caller to dial the 9S0-XXXX, 

1 o XXX , or 800-XXX-XXXX number, if the caller 

prefers to use the operator service 
company/inter-exchange carrier of his/her choice to 

make a non-sent-paid interLATA call, and the 

operator services personnel shall not be required 

to provide to the caller the specific number for 

reaching the callerls preferred carrier. 

Determination of the number shall be a caller 

responsibility. 
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f. In. the intraLATA "0+" and "0-" operator services 

market serving pay phones, operator service 

personnel shall refer the caller to the appropriate 

dialing pattern, if the caller prefers to use the 

LEe operator services (on a "0+" or "0-" basis, 

effectively) to complete an intraLATA "0+" or "0-" 

call. 
g. A ls0-day back-billing period shall be imposed for 

h . 

non-sent-paid calls originating trom pay phones 

(i.e., the billed party must be billed for 

non-sent-paid calls originating trom pay phones 

within 150 days from the date the calls are made, 

if they are to be billed at all). 

The "mechanized rate" shall be applied to calling 

card and commercial credit card calls unless ~e 

caller requests that the operator complete the call 

using 0 minus procedures. 

12. Enforcement. 
a. The enforcement program recoamended by the workshop 

in its Auqpst 19, 198$ report to the Commission 

shall be adopted. The workshop report is attached 

to this settlement Agreement as Appendix c. 
b. The parties acknowledge that some additional 

compliance monitoring mechanism is needed to 
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accomplish the following: (1) to monitor the rates 

charged by inter-e~chanqe carriers and alternate 

operator services providers to detect instances of 

rating above the allowed caps, (2) to deny billing 

for overcharged calls, el) to return the 

overcharged calls to the submitting agency for 

repricing, and (4) to provide information to the 

commission Advisory and compliance Division 

("CACD") for other action as appropriate. 

c. The parties recognize that LECs which have billing 

and collection agreements with carriers and 
operator service providers" may be in a position to 

accomplish the monitoring through these 

arrangements. The parties believe that those LECs 

could develop a program for those LEes to scan the 

billing tapes submitted under the LEC's applicable 

tariff andlor contract for intrastate billing and 

collection arrangements: to determine which calls 

are rated above the applicable rate cap, not to 

bill such calls, and to return those calls, with a 

statement of the apparent discrepancy in rating, to 

the submitting agency for repricing. such a 

process would protect the customer from being 

charged more than is allowed under ~e applicable 
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d. 

cap and would give the agency submitting the 

billing tape an opportunity to correct its rating 

of the call. 
The parties agree that the LEC should not be placed 

in an enforcement role vis-a-vis the rates charged 

by carriers and operator services. 

e. The LECs referred to in (c) above agree to develop 

a scanning proposal to accomplish the objectives 

noted above and to present the results, along with 

costs, proposed prices and suggested implementation 

details in a workshop within si~y days of adoption 
• of this settleme~t Agreement by the Commission. 

f. The parties agree to participate in workshops to 

work out the details of the entire enforcement 

program. CACO shall chair these workshops. ~e 

parties recognize that the issue ot reparations for 

ratepayers arising out ot past AOS and COPT-related 

overcharges will also be resolved in these 

workshops. 
g. The LECs referred to in (c) above further agree to 

determine the feasibility and costs of making 

available to alternate operator service providers 

the LEe's call rating system so that the AOS 
. 

provider could have the capability to check the 
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rate it applies to its calls against the rate as 

would be determined by the LEC. The system would 

include the V and H pricing ~odule for intra and 

interLATA calls and the V and H e~ceptions to the 

Transmission point Master (TPK) tape, provided on a 

suitable electronic medium, and supplied to the 

subscriber whenever updated by the LEC. The system 

would be offered on a tariffed or individually 

priced basis, priced at or above the LEC's direct 

embedded cost. 
h. Notvithstanding anything to the contrary herein, in 

the event in any month a COPT operator is 

responsible for billing five or more intraLATA 

calls more than 20' in e~cess of applicable rate 

caps, or is responsible for the misrouting of five 

or more intraLATA calls, incidental or otherwise, 

so as to deprive Pacific in any way of intraLATA 

operator service or KTS charges, Pacific shall have 

no obligation to provide compensation for any 

non-sent-paid intraLATA calls for the COPT 

operator's next following monthly billing period, 

subject to the provision of 30 days advance written 

notice to the COPT operatorl provided the foregoing 

prOVision shall not apply unless a COPT vendor 
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experiences either such overcharging or such 

misroutinq on 5\ or more of its stations. When the 

foregoing conditions are present, Pacific shall, in 

subsequent billings to the COPT operat~r, be 

permitted to adjust its charges to the COPT 

operator so as to eliminate compensation for 

non-sent-paid intra LATA calls in months when the 

aforementioned overcharging or misrouting occurs, 

and shall have nO obligation to resume the payment 

of compensation until the problem is corrected. 

Provided, further, in determining whether 

cross-subsidy has occurred-as described in 

paragraph V (D) (6) below, the a&ount of intraLATA 

operator service and MTS charges deprived Pacific 

as a result of such aisrouting shall be taken into 

account by the Commission. 

13. The provider of the phone may charge up to the rate 

applicable for a local call for 811-XXXX dialing. 

c. PUblic Policy Pay Phones. 
1.' This Agreement adopts the definition of public policy 

pay telephones as described in the AUgust 19, 1988 

workshop report. As an additional caveat, pay 

telephones which are provided under a no commission 

contract, and which are not part of a broader contract 
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2. 

made under competitive arranqements, shall not be 

e~cluded from being public policy pay telephones, if the 

phones otherwise qualify under the workshop report 

definition. This additional provision is included to 

recoqnize that the LEC may have placed public policy 

phones under a contract which governs performance 

obligations, liabilities and other such matters, without 

paying any commission. This Agreement also adopts the 

provision concerning new public policy pay telephones 

described in the August 19, 1988 workshop report. 

The parties acknowledge that the LEC, as a public 

utility, has placed and will continue to place, at the 

direction of the committee which will be established to 

evaluate applications for connection, certain 

telephones, known as public.policy pay telephones, as a 

public service, and acknowledge that the revenues from 

these phones do not cover their cost of installation and 

operation. Because the losses from these public policy 

pay phones have traditionally been covered by the 

revenues received from more profitable stations, the 

parties agree to the general provisions set out in this 

section c as a method for continuing the support for 

these public policy pay phones. 
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3. All private pay phone providers agree to share in the 

burden to sustain the LEC's e~isting (as defined in the 

AUgu8t 22, 1988 Division of Ratepayer Advocates ("DR~II) 

memorandum, a copy of which is attached as Appendix D) 

and new public policy pay phones (as defined in the 

August 19 workshop report). 
4. PUblic policy phones shall be funded through a monthly 

5. 

rate charged to subscribers of the access line 

connecting the COPT instrument to the network, to the 

line serving an instrument pro~ided by other non-LEe 

operators of pay telephones, and by appropriation by the 

utility for its lines serving the utility's semi-public 

and competitive sector pay telephones. The same amount 

will apply to each ot these types of phones. 

This section C is intended as a broad policy statement 

that the public telephone sector, as opposed to the 

general body of ratepayers or other source of funding, 

shall bear the burden of paying for the losses incurred 

through placement and operation of public policy pay 

phones. The parties agree to work out details of the 

incremental rates and hoW to administer the program in 

workshops to be headed by CACD of the COMmission staff. 

6. The annual amount to be funded pursuant to this section 

C shall be the difference between th~ average annual 
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total company cost of operations for the line and the 

station apparatus and the average total annual billings 

and collections collected from the public policy pay 

telephones. This amount shall be determined each 

December and the monthly incremental rate shall then be 

determined for application over the subsequent calendar 

year. pending determination ot the initial surcharge 

a~ount, the $9.00 cap specified in section v (E) (5) 

shall apply. 

D. Protection Against cross-Subsidies. 

'I 

1. Subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein, 

the LEes agree not to subsidize their competitive 

public pay telephone operations with billings and 

collections from other LEC services not related to 

ownership ot the pay telephone instrument and/or 

enclosure. 
2. Except as provided in subparagraph (a) below, the 

protection against the occurrence of cross subsidy shall 

be a cap on the total commissions to be paid annually by 
-

the LEC to the total of its pay phone station agents, 

with said cap to be either 20 percent of total coin in 

box billings and collections from calls placed from the 

LEC's competitive sector pay phones, or 15 percent of 

total coin in box billings and collections plus 25 
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percent of the Pay station service Charge billings and 

collections, whichever is greater. In providing this 

study, Pacific ~ay also show an analysis showing 

incremental costs. This cap establishes a qross total 

which may be paid in varying amounts to individual 

station agents at the discretOion of the LEC, which may 

describe its commission payment to such agents in 

whatever terms and on whatever basis the LEC determines 

as appropriate to its business. This cap may be 

increased by the net earnings from advertising at the 

public phone enclosure and through other non-netvork, 

pay telephone related activities,· with the prerequisite 

that before the LEC may utilize any revenues fro~ such 

services for commission payments, the LEC must first 

noti fy the DRA f CACD and other parties to this 
proceeding, and any use of the network shall be 'paid for 

at the tariffed rates. 
a. As applied to Pacific, this settlement Agreement 

provides that the commission cap shall be $41 

million per calendar year, which cap shall apply 

throughout the life of the Agreementl provided, for 

each 12 month period following the effective date 

of this Agreeent, pacific shall provide a cross 

subsidy study to DRA or CACD of the Commission 
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staff if, but only if, Pacific's average Pay 

station service Charge (as described in paragraph 

V(F)(3)(b» for the previous 12 months is less than 

$.10 per intraLATA non-sent paid call; provided 

further, the form of the study shall satisfy that 

set forth in Appendix F hereto. In providing this 

study, PAcific may also submit an analysis based on 

incremental costs. This cap establishes a gross 

total for the LEe within its service area. This 

gross total amount may be paid on a state-wide 

basis in varying amounts to. individual station 

agents (without regard to sub-markets) at the 

discretion of the LEe, which may describe its 

commission payment to such agents in whatever ~erms 

and on whatever basis the LEe determines is 

appropriate to its business. 

3. semi-public Pay Phones. 
The LEe's semi-public pay phones shall not be included 

in the base of LEC pay phones subject to the subsidy 

prevention described above and shall not be considered 

as part of the LEC's competitive pay telephone business 

until (1) the semi-public service has been unbundled 

into set placement and access line elements, and (2) the 

LEe has been afforded a reasonable opportunity (up to 
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three years) after such unbundling to bring the rates 

and charges for its semi-public set placement service up 

to cost. The access line element shall be priced at the 

same level as the line provided to service a COPT 

instrument, adjusted to include the cost of any central 

office features provided to the LEe's phone and not made 

available to the COPT line, and to e~clude any feature 

required to be provided as part of the service to the 

COPT instrument, except to the extent such features are 

part of the semi-public line. 

4. Public Policy pay Phones. 
a. separate accounting treatment for eXisting 

(Category A and category A Prime) and new public 

policy pay phone& shall be required. PUblic policy 

pay phones are not part of the base of the LEC pay 

phones subject to the subsidy prevention de"scribed 

above and are not considered as part of the LEC's 

competitive pay telephone business. 

b. Accounting treatment of public policy pay phones 

shall utilize fully allocated cost (total company, 

not separated). 
5. The calculation of the total station agent commission 

payment shall be" documented by the LEe and submitted 

each year to the CACO and to the ORA for review and 
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verification. This report and the subsidy prevention 

procedures set out in this section 0 shall be subject to 

audit by the CACD and the DRA to insure that the 

commission payment totals set out above are not 

e~ceeded. The commission shall issue a resolution as 

notice of the LECls compliance and parties shall be· 

given thirty (30) days for comments on the resolution. 

6. Establishment Of the caps set out above shall be 

accepted by the parties as eliminating the issue of 

cross-subsidization. The caps are established as an 

administrative m~asure intended to prevent improper 

cross-subsidies. t~ceeding the applicable cap shall not 

be deemed as conclusively demonstrating that the LEC has 

improperly subsidized its pay telephone business. 

Should the Commission find that the LEC has exceeded the 

applicable cap cap on commissions as described· above, 

the LEC shall be required to submit to DRA and CACD 

within sixty (60) days a complete cross-subsidy study, 

using embedded direct cost analysis in the form shown in 

Appendix F, for appropriate review. If the Commission 

determines from review of this study that the LEC has 

improperly cross-subsidized its commission payments, the 

improper amount.pf payment shall be applied as an 

expense against the following yearls commission cap. 
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Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, in 

considering whether a LEC has improperly aubsidized its 

placement of pay telephones the LEC shall be permitted 

to also submit a study based on incremental costs. 

In order to protect the co~petitive pay telephone 

business ot the LEC, the data and reports required by 

the preceding two subparagraphs shall. be considered 

confidential and proprietary information subject to the 

protections of General Order 66C. In each instance, 

however, the LtC shall prepare a summary report for 

release to the public which summarizes the results of 

the audit or study without disclosing proprietary or 

confidential material. In addition, the LEes agree that 

a neutral consumer advocacy group such as TURN, upon 

executing an appropriate protection agreement with-

respect to proprietary and confidential material, may 

have access to the audit results of any audit conducted 

by DRA or CACD. 
s. Should the commission establish standards in the 

Alternative Regulatory Frameworks proceeding to prevent 

a LEC from cross-subsidizing its competitive services, 

tho •• standards .~all be adopted for the LEC's 

competitive pay telephone business at the termination of 

this Agreement sO long as the Commission considers, 
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9. 

10, 

througb workshops or hearinqs, the impact of such 

standards on the pay telephone market. 

The LECs' tariffs Bhall be modified to permit the ORA 

and/or CACD to audit the commiasion payments and 

revenues of the 10 COPT operator. that own or manage the 

largest number of COPT stations in California. The data 

collected and the results of this audit shall be deemed 

confidential and proprietary, e~cept that the auditing 

agency (DRA and/or CACD) shall provide a summary report 

for public release which contains summary 

information comparable to that released in the public 

report covering LEC commissions" 
During the period of no competition in Pacific's serving 

area, as provided for herein, but not thereafter, the 

tariffed $.10 in compensation to COPT operators for-

non-sent paid intraLATA calls will be an allowable 

expense in intercompany settlements. However, no 

revenue decrease sustained by any LEe as a result of 

allowing the $.10 as an eXpense in intercompany 

settlements can be claimed for rec·overy from the High 

Cost FUnd. Any other impacts of LEC competitive pay 

telephone ·operations on the intercompany settlement 

process should be addressed in Phase III of the 

Alternate Regulatory Frameworks proceeding, and if for 
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unforeseen reasons the matter is not treated there, the . 
parties agree to reopen this pay telephone OIr to 

~ consider this issue. 
. • , .. 

• 

E. Interconnection • 
1 • 

SUbject to the satisfaction of legal, technological, and 

regulatory requirements, and the other requirements _-

stated below, the LEes that provide for the connection 

of COPT instruments (other than Contel, which the 

parties agree to exempt from this prOVision due to the 

relatively small nUmber of COPT phones connected within 

Contel's serving territory) shall diligently pursue 

offering additionat products, services and OPPortunities 

for COPT operators. The patties recognize that there 

may be legal, regulatory and technological requirements 

which intertere with making some services availabl~ and 

the parties agree to work together to solve such 

problemst provided not~ing herein shall be construed as 

requiring any LEe to support the removal of legal 

restrictions, including, without limitation, 

restrictions in Part 68 of the FCC's rules. Insofar as 
the services can lawfully be provided and are 

. 
technically and economically feasible, the LEes shall 

make available (on a tariffed basis) to all customers, 

including private pay phone providers, the following 
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services on an unbundled basis to the extent technically 

feasible, and otherwise on a bundled basis (Notel To 

the extent feasible, these are additional services and 

do not replace eXisting COPT lines) 2 

a. The coin access line (or its equivalent) used by 

LEC phones. 

b. The central office based intelligence and/or 

operator service that enables the LEC currently to 

operate its "dumb" pay phones. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f • 

g. 

h. 

Coin collect and return. 

call rating at the LEC rate. 

'Call rating at COPT rates. 

Trouble reporting services (provided, for e~ample, 

through the LEC operators, and/or through the 611 

repair service). 

Answer supervision. 

The "coin refund service" of mailing refunds to 

customers for a variety of refund events as 

currently available to the LEC·s pay phone 

operations or otherwise as may be developed. 

i. A ca~ling card phone line. 

2. So long as other commission and published tariff rules 

are observed, private pay phone providers may purchase 

any tariffed LEC service for uae with COPT instruments 
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3. 

except those services which, when used with the pay 

phone, will endanger public health and safety, or alter 

the calculation of rates charged to the end user (for 

example, foreign exchange service). 

All access lines which are designated for pay phones 

shall, where the technology permits, include the 

following protections at no additional charge to prevent 
or minimize fraud: 

a. Blocking of secondary dial tone. 

b. Blocking of intrastate direct dialed 976 and 900 
calls. 

4. All "new" network-related services made available 

5. 

strictly to serve pay phones shall be priced at or above 

the direct embedded cost associated with providing the 
services • 

Except as provided in Article TV.4, and except as 

provided in subparagraphs (f) and (g) below, the monthly 

rates for various COPT pay phone access lines.shall be 

the rate the LEe charges other business customers for a 

business line, plus the following, Which additional 

charges shall in the aggregate not exceed nine dollars 
($9.00) per month per linea 

a. A rate to support public policy pay phones. 
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b. ~ rate of $3.50 for local directory assistance 

calling from pay phones, which shall replace the 

present cha~e of two cents per local call. 
c. A rate for screening of billing to the COPT station 

ot collect or third party calls or any other 

network service which is required by the Commission 

to be included with the access line for connection 

of COPT instruments (this incremental rate shall be 

based on tully allocated cost). Should any other 

service be mandated by the Commission, the 

appropriate tariff rate shall be cha~ed and added 

to the aggregate $9.00 cap set out above. 

d. A rate tor the handling of nonrevenue producing 0 

minus operator assisted calls originating from COPT 

pay phones which are handled by LEe operators.-The 

rate shall be based on a forecast of occurrences 

and the direct embedded costs of handling. The 

forecast shall be documented and offered for review 

in a workshop setting. This rate shall be 

implemented. no earlier than six months after this 

Settlement Agreement is adopted by the.Commission, 

with the rate.to be based on a cost study conducted 

prior to implementation and reviewed in a workshop. 
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e. A -rate to pay an appropriate portion of the cost of 

f. 

the enforcement proqram other than the costs 

associated with any scanning function adopted for 

monitoring the rates charged by carriers and 

alternate operator services (parties to this 

Agreement propose that this cost be incorporated 

into the rates charged by the LEC under its tariffs 

and contracts for billing and collection)! This 

rate shall be determined based on a cost study for 

performing the enforcement function ordered by the 

commission and shall be based on the LEC's fully 

allocated cost. 
As applied to Pacific, this settlement Agreement 

shall provide for the following line rate for 

measured COPT lines= the line rate noW in eftect 

shall be reduced by $2.00. Opon determlna~ion of 

the public policy line charge amounts, pursuant to 

subparagraphs a, d, and e above, these amounts 

shall be separately stated but the combined charges 

for the line and these amounts for measured COPT 

lines shall not exceed $15.20. Provided, in the 

event monthly rates for public policy, enforcement 

and the handling of "0-" as described in 

.ub-paragraphs (a), (d) and (e) above do not equal 
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at- least $1.50, the combined line charqe of $15.20 

tor measured COPT lines shall be further reduced by 

the difference between the total of public policy, 

enforcement and "0-" handling rates and $1.50, 

provided such reduction shall not exceed $1.50. 

Provided further, nothing he~ein shall be construeg 

to limit Pacific from recommending in either its 

supplemental Rate Design or I. 87-11-033 that 

downward pricing flexibility apply to the COPT line 

rates. Provided further, in the event the 

commission adopts Pacific's recommendation in I. 

87-11-033 that business line rates be raised to 

cost, and in the event at any time in the future 

such business line rates exceed the COPT line rates 

established herein, the higher business line rate 

shall apply in place of the COPT line rate, and the 

public policy funding rate shall also apply in 

addition to the business line rates. The 

interstate EUCL shall be in addition to all of the 

charges described herein. 

g. As applied to Paoific, this settlement Agreement 

provides that Pacific's existing directory 

assistance rate applicable to COPT lines of $.02 

per local message shall be reduced to $.01 per 
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IDe·ssage. Provided, .that in I. 87-11-033, 01· 

pacific's supplemental Rate Design, pacific shall 

be permitted to establish that directory assistance 

costs applicable to COPT lines exceed this reduced 

rate, and, it adopted by the Commission, a higher 

rate shall be applicable for the recovery of such 

directory assistance costs. 

6. ~he LEe shall apply policies and procedures in 

processing COPT service orders and in performing 

installation, maintenance, repair and disconnection 

tunctions with respect to COPT service consistent with . 
the po~icies and procedures applied in the case of 

connecting other customers. The LEe shall take all 

reasonable steps to prevent the anti-competitive use ot 

information concerning COPT service customers in 

connection with the LEC's own pay phone operations. 

7. The LEe shall install the standard Network Interface for 

the connection of COPT instruments in a location 

reasonably protected from access by unauthorized 

persons. A Maintenance Test unit will be installed only 

with the permission of the COPT operator. . Provided, 

that in the event-a COPT operator declines to accept a 

Maintenance Test Unit, such operator shall be required 

to certify to the LEe and CACD of the commission staff 
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that its equipment meets all requirements of Part 68 of 

the FCCls rules. In addition, in the case that a site 

visit is required by the LEe to test for trouble in a 

COPT line and the trouble exists in the set, applicable 

tariff charges for such visit shall apply. 

F. Rate Caps. 
The iollowinq rates and rate caps shall apply to calls placed 

from pay telephones for intrastate calls: 

1. Local coin calls. 
a. The rate for local coin calls from any pay 

telephone shall be twenty cents. This rate cap 

shall remain in effect for a minimum periOd of five 

years after the date the commission adopts this 

settlement Agreement • 

b. 
. 

The length of a local coin call may be limited to 

fifteen minutes, at the discretion of the provider 

of the pay telephone. such time limits may be 

established on an instrument by instrument basis. 

If such a time limit is imposed, the provider of 

the phone will inform the user prior to the 

expiration of the time in order to afford the user 

an opportunity to deposit additional coins. 

Additional time may be provided at the same twenty 
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cent rate per tifteen minutes as applies to a new 
call. 

2. Non-local IntraLATA coin calls. 

a. EXcept as provided in subparagraph c. below, the 

rates tor non-local intraLATA coin calls made trom 

both COPT and LEC instruments shall be the same.As 

the rates for such calls if placed from an LEC's 

public telephone, to include any surcharge 

applicable to the call it placed from an LEC phone. 
b. The charge for these calls shall be made on a 

prepaid basis tor an initial three minutes. 

Additional minutes may be charged on a prepaid 

basis, priced on two minute increments rounded to 

the nearest $0.05, with announcement of additional 

charges and pending termination of the call made at 

least five seconds before eXpiration of the current 

calling periOd, or charged On a post-pay basis in 

incremental periods (e.g., each five minutes of 

overtime used beyond the initial three minutes). 

c. COPT operators may charge end users an additional 
coin surcharge of ten cents per call. 

3. Non-sent-paid IntraLATA calls. 

4. Non-sent-paid intraLATA calls vill be placed over 

the LEC's local exchange netWork as provided for in 
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b. 

sUbparagraph IV. 1 above and the rates charged to 

end users will be the same rates applicable to such 

calls if placed from LEC public telephones. 

All pay phone providers shall be authorized, but 

not required, to charge end users a non-sent-paid 

"pay Station service charqe" of up to thirty cents 

per non-sent-paid intraLATA call made over their 

pay telephones. This permitted charge shall be 

established in the tariffs of pacific Bell and 

concurred in by the other LECs: provided that nO 

payphone provider shall be required to impose this 

charge. Private pay telephone providers may no 

longer charge the ten cent coin surcharge 

previously authorized for non-sent-paid calls. 

When imposed, this new charge shall be an 

incremental rate applicable for pay stations in 

addition to the utility's presently tariffed 

surcharges for revenue producing "0+" and "0-" 

intraLATA calls, adjusted as noted in the following 

subparagraphs. 
c. con~urrently with establishment of the pay Station 

service Charge, the present surcharges and 

surcredits will be reduced/increased by an amount 

calculated to result in an overall revenue decrease 
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equal to the estimated net increase in billinqs and 

collections LEes will collect trom their pay 

telephones through the pay station service Charge. 

These surcharges and 8urcredits, as established in 

the tariffs of pacific and concurred in by the 

other LECs, include the present operator serivces 

surcharge for non-sent paid intraLATA calls and the 

present surcredit applicable to intraLATA MTS 

service. In making this adjustment, if the 

required decrease equals at lea~t a $.05 reduction 

in the tariffed operator service'surcharges of 

pacific, as concurred in by other LEes, such amount 

will be reflected in reduced operator services 

surcharges, and any remaining portion in M'l'S 

surcredits; it the required decrease is equal to 

an amount less than a $.05 reduction in operator 

service surcharges, the reduction shall be 

i~plemented by adjusting only the MTS surcredit. 

The LEes shall work together to develop a tariff' 

proposal which may be filed by advice letter to 

reflect such changed rates, and appropriate 

settlement adjustments involving Pacific and 

independent t~~ephone companies. Before the advice 

letter is filed, the LEes shall info~ all parties 
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to this Agreement of the proposed tariff changes. 

The resulting surcharges and surcre~its shall be 

adjusted as is necessary to reach an aggregate 

neutral result in billings and collections. The 

impact of these changes shall be tracked for a 

period ot six month, at which time any necessary 

adjustments shall be made to true-up the surcharges 
and surcredits to a revenue neutral level. 

d. Except as provided in subparagraph i. below, the 

LEes which allow the connection of COPT instruments 

(except Contel, which is covered in the following 

subparagraph) agree to develop a mechanism to bill 

on behalf of COPT Operators the Pay Station Service 

Charge for those calls for which the LEC bills the 

paying party, unless the demonstrated cost of such 

billing on a per call basis proves to exceed the 

Pay Station Service Charge. The LECs also agree to 

eXplore means to bill the Pay Station Service 

Charge for those calls for Which the LEC serving 

the COPT instrument does not directly bill the 

paying party. The billing service shall be priced 

at the LEC's fully allocated or direct embedded 

cost of setting up and operating this billing 

function. The 'costs of establishing the system 
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shall be amortized for recovery over a three-year 

period. The LEe will develop a prospectus for this 

billing service and will present its proposal and 

intended rates to CPA for evaluation prior to 

implementation. Also, DRA or CACD shall provide to 

CPA a summary report of its review of the proposed 

tariff and cost information supporting the intended 

rate, and shall provide a complete and detailed 

description of the methodology by which the 

tariffed rate is calculated, without furnishing the 

cost data itseif. The LEC agrees to implement the 

billing service if one or more COPT operators 

request the service, the service can be provided, 

and the service is approved by the commission. The 

LECs agree to have this billing system developed 

within ninety days of adoption by the commission of 

this settlement Agreement and to have a cost 
estimate developed on a per message basis no later 

than April 17, 1989. The cost estimate will be 

prepared on the basis of 100 percent COPT 

subscripti~n to the service, with comparative 

prices for less than such full subscription. \ 

(i) As applied to Pacific, this settlement 
Agreement provides that pacific shall otfer 
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billing services to COPT operators for 

non-sent-paid intraLATA calls billed by 

Pacific at a rate of $.03 per non-sent paid 

intraLATA message; provided, however, that 

nothing herein shall be construed to limit 

Pacific from recommending in its Supplemental 

Rate Design that a higher rate be adopted so 

long as it is cost-based. Pacific shall 

exercise all reasonable efforts to make this 

billing service available as soon as possible, 

recognizing that CPA anticipates the 

availability of such service 90 days following 

submission of the settlement Agreement for the 

commission's approval. In addition, Pacific 

shall begin work on such billing service upon 

the parties written acceptance of the 

Settlement Agreement with the changes as 

proposed by Pacific herein. The billing 

service described in this sub-paragraph is 

available only tor COPT operators who bill the 

full $.30 pay station service Surcharge, and 

pacific is not obligated to bill for COPT 

operators charging any different amount. 
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e. Within ninety days of adoption by the commission of 

this Settlement Agreement, Contel shall develop an 

estimate. of the cost to bill the pay Station 

service Charqe on behalf of COPT operators, to 

Contel customers using Contel calling cards for 

calls made on COPT phones served by Contel digita~ 

central offices. contel will provide this estimate 

to CPA, together with proposed rates for the 

service. The billing service shall be priced at 

contells fully allocated or direct embedded cost of 

setting up and operating this billing function. 

The costs of establishing the system shall be 

amortized for recovery through a unifOrD monthly 
charge from all COPT-operators in contells service 

area over a three year period. contel agrees Fo 

implement the billing service if a sufficient 

number of COPT operators request the service, the 

service can be provided, and the service is 
approved by the commission, with implementation to 

be accomplished within 180 days of such request 

and/or commission approval, WhiChever-is later. 

4. sent-paid and Non~sent-paid InterLATA Calls. 

The rates for interLATA calls placed from COPT 

instruments shall be as determined by the Commission. 
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G. Other Matters. 

1 • The parties agree that the present market structure for 

the operation of pay telephones, as modified by this 

Settlement Agreement, is acceptable for this market 

segment. The parties Agree that additional requirements 

are not needed at this time, either to provide a 

mutually satisfactory competitive environment for LEC 

and COPT operators, or to protect the public's interests 

in just and reasonable rates and services provided 
through pay telephones. 

2. The Commissionrs order directing the LECs to pay COPT 

operators interim compensation of six cents per 

non-sent-paid intraLATA call, as eXpressed in Decision 

88-11-051, issued on November 23, 1~e8, shall be 

terminated with respect to the LECs that are signatories 
to this Settlement Agreement, effective Upon 

implementation of the LEC's billing service for billing 

the Pay Station Service Charge for COPT operators, or 

ninety (90) days following the date the Commission 

decision adopting this Settle~ent Agreement becomes 
final, whichever is sooner. 

3. The Commission agrees"as part of this Settlement that 

the LEC is entitled to recover t~rou9h other rates the 

cost of administering and paying compensation to COPT 
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ope~ators of si~ cents per non-sent-paid intraLATA call, 

as ordered in the Commission's interim decision on 

compensation, D. 88-11-051. Each LEe that vas directed 

to pay compensation shall be authorized to maintain a 

memorandum account ot these eXpenses until the interim 

compensation program is terminated as set out in the 

preceding paragraph. The amount accumulated in the 

memorandum account shall then be recovered over a twelve 

month period as part of the adjustment to other tariffed 

rates made to offset the net increase in billings and 

collections to the LEC for the Pay station service 

Charge. This authorization tor recovery of the costs Of 

the interim compensation program shall settle the issues 

raised in the petition submitted by GTE california to 

modify the interim decision in order to provide~or a 

recovery mechanism. 
4. All other issues raised in the Commission's Order 

Institutin9 Investigation in this proceeding are deemed 

settled by the parties hereto, and the parties agree 

that hearings are not needed and shall not take place. 

H. settlement Terms Applicable to Smaller Independent LECs. 

1. For purposes of this Agreement, the "Smaller Independent 

LEes" are those LECs which do not presently have COPT 
. 

tariffs on file with the Commission. 
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Independent LECs which are parties to this 

settlement agree to provide non-utility pay phone 

providers with access to their faciHt.les in those 
el/chang

es 
where a bona fide requut .~or interconnection 

has been received. A bona fide request is defined as a 

request for interconnection .in a specific eXchange bY a 

non-utility pay phone service provider registered with 

the commission's AdvisorY and co~pliance Division who 

has paid the local eXchange carrier a $500 deposit in 

a specific service order. upon receipt 
connection with 

of such service order and deposit, the LEe sha.l.l within 

120 days file with the commission an advice letter for 

offering, in the 
authorization of its coPT service 

this 
manner and upon 

the termS hereinafter described in 

section H. The COPT tariff provisions in the advice 

letter shall beco~e effective-upon issuance of a 

commission resolution. In the event the LEC fails to 

file the advice letter within such 120-day period, it 

shall refund the deposit to the pay phone service 
provider with interest at a rate of 1.5\ per month, and 

it shall further sub~it to the Executive -Director a 

request for extension of the 120-day period for filing 

such advice letter and shall proceed to file such advice 

letter within any extension of time 9r~nted by the 
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3. 

Executive Director • Upon issuance of the Commission 

resolution approving the COPT tariff prOVisions, the 

$500 deposit shall be applied against service charges 

incurred in installing the COPT service a.sociated with 

the bona fioe request and in satisfying any deposit 

requirements for such service which are applicable under 

the utility's tariffs. Any eXcess of such $500 deposit 

shall be returned to the party making the deposit. In 

the event the party making the deposit does not proceed 

with the COPT service order, the utility shall retain 

the deposit as compensation for its a~inistrative 
• 

eXpense~ associated with the COPT· advice letter filing. 

The COPT advice letter for a small indftpendent LEe shall 

include a proposal for a COPT pay phone access line 

which includes such protections to prevent or minimize . . 

fraud as are technologically available through the LECs 

serving central office(s) and shall propose recurring 

and non-recurring charges for such features. To the 

extent possible, service order and other non-recurring 

charges applicable to COPT service shall utilize the 

LECs existing business service rates and service . 
categories. The monthly rate for the COPT pay phone 

access line shall be proposed in the advice letter 

filing and shall be based upon the factors described in 
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paragraph E.5 of this Article V, except that the rate to 

support public policy pay phones shall only be included 

if the LECs' own pay phone operations are included 

within the public policy pay phone program, and e~cept 

that the Smaller Independent LECs shall not be required 

to follow the provisions applicable to Pacific in 

sub-paraqraphs E (5) (f) and (q). 

4. The settlement terms contained in Article V of the 

Settlement Agreement shall be applied to the Smaller 

Independent LECs only to the extent set forth below 

under each subheading: 
a. Definitions - tully applicable. 

b • CUstomer Safeguards - fully applicable except that: 

i. tariff filings vill not be required ot LECs 

which have not filed COPT tariffs; 

ii. variation from the standards shall be allowed 

where required by technological limitations of 

the serving facilities or by network 

configuration affecting particular pay 

telephones) 
iii. participation by the Smaller Independent LEes 

in the enforcement program described in 

subparagraph 8.12 shall be voluntary on the 

part of each Smaller Independent LEC. 
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c. Publip policy Pay Phones - The Smaller Independent 

LEC pay telephones shall be inclUded within the 

Commission's public policy pay phone program only 

following issuance of a Commission resolution 

issued after the LEe Liles an advice letter which 

includes a tarif~ incorporating the public policy 

pay phone increment in the LEC's COPT pay phone 

access line charge. Such an advice letter tiling 

shall also include a description of the LEC's pay 

phone operations which fit the criteria tor public 

policy pay phones then existing under Commission 
policies. 

d. Protection Against Cross-Subsidies - This section 

shall not be applicable to the Smaller Independent 

LEes, except that a Smaller Independent LEe w01ch 

files an advice letter which proposes its 

participation in the Commission's public policy pay 

phone program shall also be required to address the 

issues described in Section D of the settlement 

Agreement in a manner consistent with the existing 

and anticipated extent ot the LEe's pay phone 
opera~ions. 

e. Interconnection - Subparagraph 1 shall not be" 

applicable to the Smaller Independent LEes • 
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f • 

Subparagraphs 2, 4, 6, and 7 shall apply. 

Applicability of subparagraphs 3 and 5 is discussed 
in Paragraph H.3, above. 

Bate Cops - Sholl be applied to the Smaller 

Independent LEes in the following manner: 

(i) the local coin call rate cap shall apply to 

the Smaller Independent LECs unless the 

Commission shall later authorize a different 

local coin call rate with respect to a 
particular LEC; 

(ii) the Smaller Independent LECs shall continue to 

concur in the rates and charges of Pacific 

Bellis intraLATA toll tariff; provided, 

however, the Smaller Independent LECs shall 

not be required to offer the additionar-

billing services and compensation f~r non-sent 

paid calls which Pacific will offer pursuant 

ot this Agreement even should those services 

be reflected in Pacific Bellis toll tariff. 

(iii) Subparagraphs, F.3.D and E shall not apply to 

the Smaller Independent LECs. Any billing by 

the Smaller Independent LECs for the pay 

station service charge on behalf of a COPT 

operator shall be a matter of mutual agreement 
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between a COPT provider and a particular LEe • 

The Smaller Independent LEes agree not to 

discriminate amonq COPT providers with respect 

to such aqreements. 

G. Other Hatters - fully applicable. 

IN WYTNESS WHEREOF, the parties have e~ecuted this settlement 

Aqreement pe~tainin9 to the issues rai.ed in the Commission's 

Order Institutinq Investiqation Number 88-04-029, in San 

Francisco, on the date as indicated below: 
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. Settlement Agreement pertai~ing to the i •• ues rai.ed in the 
• 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties haVe e)(ecuted this 

Commission·. Order Instituting Investigation Number 88-04-029, in 
San Francisco, on the dates as indicated belows 

For AT'T COMMUNICATIONS By ~LJ11.tJ-
Nam~. Deutsch 

Title Attorney 

Date 5/9/S~ 

, 

• 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have e~ecut.d this Settle~ent 
.~9reement pert. aininq to the issues r.aised in the Commissionls 
~rder Instltutlnq Investigation Number 88-04-029, in San 

Francisco, on the dates as indicated b~loWJ 

., 

For CALIFORNIA PAVPHONE 
ASSOCIATION 

BY .1I.~tIi;; 
Name . ~'4.:-t. y\ fA ~ \ <.\. t t~ '> 
Title 
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IN WlTNESS WHEREOF, the parties have execut~d this Settlement 
Agreement pertaining to the issues raised in the col1ltl.ission I s Order 
Instituting Investigation Number 8$-04-029, In san Francisco, on 
the dates as indicated below. ~. ~ 

For COM SVSTEMS, INC. By5;::!JO Gi'-
Name Ronald FA Evans 

Title Vice President 

Date May 9, 1989 

. . 
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• IN WITN!SS WHEREOF I the parties have executed this Settlement 
Aqreement pertaininq to the i •• ues raised in the Commission's 
Order Institutinq Investiqation Number 88-04-029, in San 
Francisco, on the dates as indicated below: 

For cONSUMER ACTION 

• 

By /fA~ 
Name Kf::r! f-{ l ~ L DL1 LJf:./ ~ 'r . 
Tit 1e tid: f:Ct!tt v.f. " J!U:c;tt>Il-
Date S - /0 -89 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this 

• 
settlement Aqr .... nt pertaininq to the issues raised in the 
commission •• Order Institutinq InV.stiqation Number e8-04-029, in 
San Francisco, on the dates as indicated belov: 

For CONTEL By ~ './('..1:#,1/ 
Name ~~~~~~~~~~ T~ 

Date ~~~~~ __ ~ __ __ 

• 

, 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have e~ecuted this 
Settlement Aqreement pertaining to the issues raised in the 
commission's Order Instituting Investigation Number 88-04-029, in 
San Francisco, on the dates as indicated belowl 

For THE DIVISION OF RATEPAYER 
ADVOCATES --Name ;';"~t! <&t"" 

Title Arrg.slcy 

Date ltd 
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IN WlfN!BS WHEREOF, the partie. have axeouted thi. 
Settlement A9r .... nt portaininv to the i •• ue. rai •• d in the 
Commi •• ionla Order Inatitutinq Inv •• t1Vation Number 88-04-020, in San Franai.oo, on the date. al indicated belOwl 

Tor CTE CALIFORNIA, INC. . . ~ ,. , ',. 
Iy "&t-. <4"-"Qk!22nc=-- -- -
Nam. Y-eith ~. -::r.lner 

T1tleArea Vice Pres. - ReR,ulatory E, 

Oat. 5/8/89 Govern~ental Affairs 
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• 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this settlement 
qreement pertaininq to the issue. rai •• d in the commission's 
rder Instituting Investigation Number 88-04-029, in San 

Francisco, on the dates as indicated belOw: 

For PACIFIC BELL 

• 

-I 

John A. Gueldner 

Title" Vice president 

Date May 11, 1989 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report represents the consensus views and recommendations of 
the CUstomer owned Pay Telephone(COPT) Workshop participants in 
response to the questions set forth in the Commission's 

Order Instituting Investigation (011 or I) 88-04-029. 

The Workshop attempted to reach consensus on each question. Where 
consensUs was not reached, objections are noted. For some 
questions the workshop did not have the data to respond. The COPT 
Workshop met seven days (April 26, Hay 26, 27, July 18, 19, July 
27, 28, 1988) and spent extensive ti~e outside ot the workshop 
meetings gathering data for this report. Subsequent Workshop 
meetings are scheduled on August 4, 16, 31, september. 8, 19, 20, 
and October 6, 7, 19, 20, 1988, to address issues that the 
Workshop did not complete and the remaining issues to be 
addressed. 
GTE California's philosophy is one of minimal regulation. Such 
regulation should focUS on public safety and consumer protection, 
rather than on features to be offerred over the pay telephone or 
prices to be charged. · 
The participants represented Local Exchange companies(LEC)s, COPT 
vendors, an Inter Exchange carrier(IEC) the California Payphone 
Association(CPA), Consumer Groups, Commission staff from Consumer 
Affairs Branch(CAB), operator service Provider (OSP), the Division 
of Ratepayer Advocates(DRA) and the commission Advisory and 
Compliance Division(CACD). 

PHASE Ill. 

CUSTOMER SERVICE ISSUES 

ouestion 1. 
What is the basic set of features that the public should be able 
to expect from any pay phone? 
The Workshop recommends that a General Order be adopted covering 
the basic requirements, including signage, for all pay 
telephones. This would clarify and simplify the current situation 
where there is.no single place that reflects the requirements. 
Th~ Wor~shop reco~ends that any co~~ission order requirinq a 
replacement of signage for COPT vendors consider any changes fro~ 
the Federal CODmunications commission (FCC) mandated equal access 
requirements. 

- 1 -
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BASIC FEATURES FOR ALL PAY TELEPHONES 
1. The following matrix shows which types of pay 

telephones should be able to complete which types of calls: 

. 
Coin--sin91e 

denomination 

coin--multiple 
donomination 

Noncoin 
Universal coin/credit 

LOCAL 
Sent Non Sent 
paid Paid 

TOLL (LONG DIST) 
Sent Non Sent 
Paid Paid 

X 

2. coin telephones shall accept single or multiple 
denomination coins as long as tariffed rates are not exceeded. 

3. single denomination coin telephones must -round 
down- if the correct tariff cannot be charqed • 

4. -LOcal only- and -credit only· restricted 
telephones will be permitted as long as basic features required 
by tariff are ~et (such as 911, 411, 0-). 

5. coins must be returned on all uncompieted calls. 

6. Market forces will govern the availability of 
calling card use on telephones. (CPA concerned that not all 
cards can be accepted for billing yet.) 

7. International calling shall be optional from any 
telephone at the discretion of the telephone owner. (CPA 
concerned about removing network blockinq--must be adequate 
notice and confirm technical aspects of fraud protection.) 

8. Uniform pricing of access to intraLATA 
Directory Assistance from both LEC and COPT instruments. 

9. InterLATA Directory Assistance should be 
available at the same cost that is billed·to the telephone owner. 
AT'T does not charge for InterLATA Directory Assistance from pay 
telephones. . 

10. Coin-free cost-tree access to 611 LEC repair 
service (home, business, pay telephones) where available. 

- 2 -
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11. Coin-free cost-free access to 911 • 

12. optional to include coin-free cost-free access 
to LEC business office(811XXXX for Pacific Bell). 

13. Dial 0- to reach LEC operator (CPA will not 
oppose until intraLATA competition issues resolved). 

14. Dial 00- to reach lEC operator or OSP in Equal 
Access areas. 

15. Coin-free cost-free use of 800 numbers 
(including Directory Assistance). (CPA is opposed to this b~ing 
compulsory unless there is revenue sharing with the LEC on these 
calls.) 

16. Coin-free cost-free use of 950XXXX where 
available from all telephones. (CPA feels that this should not 
be mandatory unless COPT owners participate in access charge 
reVenues; FCC may require free access). 

17. Coin-fre~ cost-free use of all 10XXX access 
numbers. (Comsystems and CPA oppose since there is no control 
oyer cost of call billed to telephone ~nd fraud potential is 
h1gh). 

18. All intrastate calls to be priced at the LEC, 
COPT or AT&T/C tariff rates and surcharges as appropriate • 

19. calling card and other credit rates to &e priced 
at the ~mechanized rate- surcharge, unless assistance is' . 
specifically requested by the caller without claiming -trouble-
with the ~echanized procedure or claiming a relevant handicap. 

20. Operator services are to be available in Engli~h 
whenever inst~ent is available for use • . 

21. voice-over instruction or -beep· warning near 
end of 15 minutes on local call (if so restricted) to deposit 
more money, unless restriction posted on signage. 

22. voice quality standard. (Workshop clarified 
that part.68 is only conce~ned with effects on the network of 
instruments. Possible Committee of trade associations, consuners 
and Commission staff to develop a standard for internal workings 
of the telepho~es.) 

23. Coin-free cost-free method of reaching the COPT 
office for assistance, complaints, refunds and etc. ~ust be 
available and posted. 

- 3 -
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24. There is a need to improve customer service 
interface on COPT. A universal ~ethod ot obtaining help is 
desirable •. The commission should note that many COPT owners are 
now using 211 for thei~ trouble reporting. The Commission should 
encourage universal adoption and request Bellcore to resp-rve (not 
assign) 211 in the North American Numbering Plan. LEes will 
continue to refer customers to 211 or to the sign on the 
telephone, and if none, to their recording or customer service 
office for torwarding to the COPT vendor on behalf of the end-
user. 

25. Pay telephones and enclosures must comply (for 
the percent required) with the California handicap requirements 
(ANSI) • 

SIGNAGE BEOUIBtMENTS rOB ALL PAY TELtPHONES 
7he following is a set of basic telephone features and functions 
which Dust be communicated to a caller through a visual means 
(signage or screen). A voice command or referral to another 
number may be used as an alternative where specified. 7hese 
requirements may be met by a combination of instrUctions within 
the owner's discretion, unless otherwise specified. (E~ample: 
-For dialing assistance, refunds or repairs dial .-) 

COST INFOR.2aTION 
1. Cost of sent paid local cali. (prominent) 

2. Time limit on local call, if any. 

3. -For long distance rates dial -
pIALING INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Dialing sequence (coin or dial first). 
2. Dial 0 to reach LEC operator(CPA will not oppose until 

intraLATA competition issues are resolved). 

3. How to reach long ~istance operator (00 where 
available)-

4 •• 1+ and 0+ instruct~ons. 

- 4 -
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HO CHARGE TELEPHONE truHBEBS 

1. 911 Emergency. (Prominent) 

2. Owner/operator of telephone • 
3.* Refunds, repairs, complaints. 
4.* IntraLATA Directory Assistance (411 or equivalent), unless 

the Commission decides differently for all pay telephones •. 

5 •• LEC repair service 611 • 

. IptNTIFICATION 

1. Name and free number of owner/operator who can assist 
with a problem about the pay telephone for a consumer vithin 
the LATA of the pay telephone. 

2. Name of operator service Provider. 
3. Long distance carrier (optional). 
4. state if no incoming calls allowed. 

5. Location of pay telephone. 
6. Pay telephone number or identification number (telephone 

nueber expressed differently) for emergency. 

*(May provide this information on sign, by voice or 
separate referral number.) 

Question 2. 
How well have LECs and privately-owned payphones been providing 
these basic features? 
The Workshop participants did not have adequate information to 
answer this question. 
The Commission's CAB and the LECs receive complaints from 
customers using COPTs on a reqular basis. The CAB does not track 
complaints for COPTs or-LEC'S pay telephones by category of 
complaints. The CAB Workshop participants indicated that CAB 
receives very few complaints against LEC pay telephones. 

- 5 -
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How consi.tently are private payphone charging correctly tariffed 
rates for regulated services? 
The Workshop participants agreed that a problem of oVercharging 
e~ists and Pacific Bell provided statistical data which indicated 
that there was overcharging. 
Pacific Bell has identified 5800 COPT subscribed lines in 
relation to 400 COPT vendors that have been routing intralata 
calls to OSP and were charging more than tariffed rates, for one 
or more non-sent paid calls in a one month study period. This 
represented-20\ of the universe of COPTs in Pacific Bell's 
service territory. These data predated the commission's 
enforcement efforts beginning with the August 1988 CACO letter to 
COPT vendors. 
ouestion 60. 

What enforcement mechanisms are available to protect consumers 
and ensure that CPUC requirements are met in pay phone service? 

The available enforcement mechanisms" are the Tariffs of the LECs 
and certificate of PUblic convenience and Necessity and Tariff 
filings for OSP. The LEC ,after receiving three complaints for a 
COPT and notifying the COPT vendor,may request -authorization to 
disconnect COPT service by letter to the Chief of the 
Telecommunications Branch of the E&C Division of the co~ission 
stafi •••• We shall authorize this staff person to issue such 
authorizations, in writing, if after reasonable efforts to 
contact and discuss the problem with the COPT operator, he or she 
is not persuaded that the COPT operator intends to abide by the 
COPT service tariff in the future. • (O.8S-11-557,page 98) 

Question 6b. 
HoW well is enforce~ent now working ? 

The current enforcement mechanisms are not working well. Each LEC 
does not receive all of the complaints for each COPT because many 
complaints go to the COPT vendor and many consumers do not bother 
to complain. The LECs also are concerned with antitrust laws 
when it comes to policing their coopetitors. 

Question 6c. 
What -new or improved enforcement mechanisms are needed now or 
would be needed if the Commission vere to"encourage the use of, 
more private pay phones? . 

- 6 -
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The workshop participants agreed that a two phase approach to 
enforcement would be appropriate. The first phase(See attached 
letter dated August 8, 1988) will identify and correct abuses 
connected with overcharging on non-sent-paid calls. The second 
phase will provide a long term enforcement plan for all apparent 
Violations. The workshop recommends that tariff enforcement be 
the responsibility of the commission. The workshop recommends 
that the long term enforcement plan include the following: 

1. The Commission vill issue a letter to all COPT 
subscribers containing a list of tariff requirements. The letter 
will require that each subscriber Verify, and certify to the 
fact, that each of their telephones is in compliance vith the 
tariff. Subscribers vill be given a registration number. All 
tuture subscribers will be required to register with the 
Commission and to certify that they will comply with provisions 
of the COPT tariff. LEC's will require that COPT vendors provide 
the LEC with a registration number before installing a COPT line.' 

2. The Commission vill review complaint records to 
obtain a list of pay telephones to investigate for tariff· 
compliance. 

3. . The Coamission vill conduct an investigation to 
ensure tariff compliance. 

4. If violations are found, or if apparent violations 
are otherwise brought to the attention of the commission, the 
Commission will notify the responsible party by mail (ret~n 
receipt requested) or personal service (as permitted under the 
california Code of Civil Procedure). The cocmission notice will 
state that unless the SUbscriber takes the necessary corrective 
action, service will be disconnected. 

5. Upon receipt of such notice, the customer will have 
15 business days in Which to correct the violation and certify to 
the commission (via a form provided with the commission violation 
letter) that the violation has been corrected. 
6. If the subscriber fails to co~ply as stated above, 
the Commission shall direct the LEC to disconnect the service 
without further notice to the subscriber. 
7. subsequent·audits will be performed to verify that 
the deficiencies have been corrected. -
Given anticipated fundinq constraints, and the need to begin a 
long term enforcement program as soon as possible, the Workshop 
sugqests that the Commission assign an intern or a graduate 
assIstant, under supervision of the CACD Telecommunications . 
Branch, to this enforcement program. 

- 7 -
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Question 6d • 
Who should pay for the implementation of a new enforcement 
program, and how should the funds be collected or administered? 
The workshop agreed that this program could be funded by one or 
all of the following: 

A.The general fund. 
S.Surcharges on all pay telephone lines or on all 

telephone customers. 
C.Fines for tariff violators. There could be 

difficulties collecting the tines. 
The workshop, at this point, was not able to recommend the number 
of positions required or the magnitUde of tunds. 
The Workshop discussed the need for the Commission to evaluate 
possible mechanisms to co~pensate end-users who have been 
overcharged fro~ pay telephones. QSPs and CPA did not eXpress 
concurrence on this item. 

Question lao 

PHASE lIB 

puBLIC POLICY PAY PHONES 

How many pay phones do LECs maintain tor public policy reasons on 
an uneconomic basis? 
Before this question could be answered, a consensus had to be 
reached on the definition of a public policy pay telephone. The 
Workshop qenerally agreed that public policy pay telephones 
should be provided and maintained for the health and safety of 
the public. Beyond that, no one could turther clarify the 
definition. 
The ORA staff attempted to use 24-hour accessibility as a· 
qualifier, but it vas pointed out that there were locations where 
this would not apply, i.e., seasonal parks, public arenas or 
other gatherinq places. 
In order to reach agreement, it was necessary to set aside the 
past practices of the LECs of installing pay telephones within a 
requlated envi~onment and look at what participants wanted public 
policy pay telephones to be in the future. Therefore, the 
followinq definition is-to be applied on a -qoing forward- basis 
only. 

- 8 -
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PUblic policy pay telephones are those telephones which are 
installed and maintained only for the health, safety or velfare 
of the public. Revenue considerations should not be part of the 
decision to install and maintain a public policy pay telephone • 

CRITERIA rOB PUBLIC poLICY PAY TELEPHONES 

PUblic policy pay telephones shall give the public access to the 
telephone netvork in case of emergency situations. Included are 
locationsvhich would be used by agencies to dispense emergency 
aid to the public in the event of a natural disaster. 
Public policy pay telephones shall give access to the telephone 
network to those individuals to whom access is not readily 
available. E~cluded fro~ classification as public policy 
telephones are those telephones which are covered by a contract 
under which compensation is paid to the agent. 
Installation of a public policy pay tel~phone must be requested 
in vritinq by the property owner and/or community representative. 

~~----~---~ 

portions of this definition, such as those pay telephones 
included under contract and the provisions for requests tor 
installation need to be discussed further. • 

PAY TELEPHONES IUSTALLtp ON AN UNECONOMIC BASIS 

Workshop participants decided to use a generally agreed upon 
breakeven level ot $4.00 per pay telephone per day to obtain a 
rough estimate of the number of public pay telephones vhich 
currently do not break even. PAcific Bell, GTEC and Contel vere 
then asked to estimate the number ot public pay telephones in 
this category, counting only the $0.20 local coin charge and the 
20-cent surcharge on intraLATA toll calls. 
CPA takes the position that it is impossible to know if pay 
telephones me~ing the above criteria are profitable to the LEC 
because most of the revenue generated by such pay telephones has 
not been taken into account. pacific Bell contends that the expenses and revenues tor operator 
services, message toll calls and interLATA access service are· 
irrelevant to determine if a pay telephone is uneconomic to 
Pacific Bell because pacific Bell will incur these expenses and 
accrue these revenues regardless ot whose pay telephone is 
installed at a location. 

- 9 -
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The public pay telephone base includes those 'pay telephones for 
which the utilities receive no monthly payments (for installation 
and maintenance) from the property owner. Only the three larqest 
LEcs(Contel, GTEC and Pacific Bell) were used, as these are the 
LEes in whoae serving area5 COPT vendors are located. 
DRA staff reported the results of this study in the July 18-1~ 
workshop. The followinq fi9ures represent percentaqes of each 
LEC's total number of public pay telephones that do not eXceed 
the break even figure: 

Contel 

GTEC 
pacific 

8.S% 

37.2% 

71.8\ 

E~cluding approxi~atelY 6,000 public pay telephones that pacific 
Bell has under contract and using the $4.00 figure, the number of 
public pay telephones in california which are operated and 
~aintained on an uneconomic basis is appro~imately 67,000. 

ouestion lb. 
HoW many similar pay phones are privately 
provided? 
The only pay telephones which are classified as pUblic palicy pay 
telephones, which are provided by COPT vendors, are those 
included in multiple installation contracts. Accordinq to COPT 
representatives, this number is relativelY small. . 

Question le. 
What is the total nueber of such pay phones 
provided by eachLEC or private provider? 
If public policy pay telephones are defined as those telephones 
that do not break even, the answer is 67,000, counting only those 
pay telephones in pacific ~ell, GTEC and conte~ .territories which 
do not break ev~n. 

- 10 -
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guestion 2. 
8y what specific process does each LEC or private 
provider determine where to place or maintain a public policy pay 
phone? 
The COPT vendors generally place pay telephones (including public 
policY pay telephones) at locations where they are desired by 
customers or as specified by contract or mutual agreement. 
The three LECs agreed that the health and safety of the public 
were taken into consideration when deciding whether or not to 
place a public policy pay telephone. In the past. telephones were placed for many other reasons 
including econo~ic gain, public convenience, in response to 
public and political pressure and to enhance community relations. 
To add to the confusion, the distinction between a pay telephone 
placed for public convenience and one placed for public health 
and safety has become blurred. One LEC attempted to remove some of the pay telephones it felt 
were not necessary several years ago: public outcry forced it to 
terminate the program. 

Question 30.. 

What other alternatives could be developed to 
support public policy pay phones? 

ouestion 3bL 
Should public agencies fund them directly? 
varioUS alternatives to support public policy pay telephones were 
presented by the Workshop participants in their written comments 
on the OIl, but none of these alternatives have been discussed. 
due to other pressing issues and time constraints. The Workshop 
agreed to defer alternatives and other funding issues. 

Ouestion 3cI 
Could public and private institutions (such as universities) 
require that such telephones be provided by bidders seeking a 
franchise to serve a pa~icular location (such as a campus)? 
Workshop partieipants agreed that public· and private institutions 
could require a vendor to place public policy pay telephones: 
however, the institution has no incentive to include public 
policy pay telephones in the bid package. For example, a school 
district could place its pay telephones in high schools (which' 
earn revenues) out to bid and not include the pay telephones 
located in the 9rade and junior hiqh schools (which generally 
don't make money). 

- 11 -
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-Workshop participants are very concerned about this, as there 
currently is no way to prevent the use ot ·cream skimming-
tactics ~y public or private institutions. 

Ouestion 3d. 

Could direct subsidy alternatives be developed to support public 
policy pay phones? 

Question 3e. 

What forms could they take? 

The Workshop has deferred consideration of all subsidy and 
funding issues. 

The major unresolved issue concerns the classification and future 
funding of the existing ~7,OOO public pay telephones which do not 
break even. ~he LECs were concerned with being burdened with a 
large number of uneconomic pay telephones that may not be public 
policy telephones and may not be able to be removed because of 
public outcry. The COPT vendors were concerned about subsidizing 
a large number of LEC pay telephones that are uneconomic and not 
a public policy pay telephones. Consumer groups were concerned 
about a large number of pay telephones being removed and the 
public not having access to these pay telephones • 
The other unresolved issue concerns who should ultimately decide 
whether or not a public policy pay telephone should be installed 
in a requested location. The workshop plans to meet several more 
tiDes to attempt to resolve these issues. 

PHASE III 

HARKET STRUCTURE ANP REGULATION 

Question 4, Interconnect Issues 

The informal Workshop set up a Technical co~ittee to review the 
issues of answer supervision being made available trom the LEes. 
Atter the Workshop was formalized, the Technical committee became 
the Answer SUpervision- subco~ittee as a starting point to 
address the interconnection issues. 
In an attempt to get started, pay telephone manutactures and COPT 
vendors were to provide the details of what was required of the 
LEes. The CPA brought out at a recent ~eetin9 that COPT vendors 
wanted what is made available to the LEC pay telephones trom the 
central office. With some guidelines set, -the Workshop is in a 
position to 90 forward to answer these questions during 
subsequent Workshop meetings. 

- 12 -
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AUgust 8, 1988 

TO: CUstooer owned Pay Telephone Vendors 

The cocmission Advisory and co~pliance Division (CACD) is 
undertaking an enforce~ent program to ensure that the CUstooer 
Owned pay Telephones (COPT) vendors will not overcharge consuners 
using COPT. 
This action is necessitated by concerns e~ressed by individual 
consumers, consU1:ler groups such as Toward Utility Rate 
No~alization and Consumer.Action, Local Exchange co~panies (LEe) 
such as Pacific Telephone, GTE of California, and Continental 
Telephone of california, the California Payphone Association, 
individual COPT vendors, the COmDission Consumer Affairs Branch, 
as well as members of the COPT taskforce • 
COPT vendors are expected to take appropriate action to ensure 
that.their pay telephones are charging the correct rates40r 
services provided froD their. pay telephones and are in cODpliance 
vith the terms and conditfons of their signed agreement with the 
Local Exchange Company, the applicable tariffs on tile with the 
co~ission and co~ission decisions. 
The CACO has requested the LEC to track overcharges of calls that 
vere placed from a COPT. These calls are usually provided to the 
LEC for billing to the consumer from an Operator services cODFany 
(OSC) (previously referred to as an Alternate Operator services 
Co~pany or AOS) or a billing co~pany. A COPT vendor found to te 
in violation for calls provided to the LEe for billing bet".leen 
August 1, 1988 and Augu~t 30, 1988 will be notified in septe~er 
by the CACD. COPT vendors will be instructed to stipulate to the 
CACD that the overcharging has been corrected. Upon request to 
the CACD, an OSC will be informed of COPT which are subscribed to 
their OSC service and appear as suspec~ed violators. -In December 1988 a subsequent list will be provided to CACD of 
COPT found to have overcharged for calls provided to the LEC. I! 
a COPT vas listed on the August billin9s , CACD vill instruct the 
LEC to disconnect these COPT after the ·LEC has provided a vritten 
notice that service vill be discontinued in seven days for the 
COPT listed to the last known address of the COPT vendor. 
Rule 11 of the LEC provides the authority for disconnection of 
service after due written notice. for violation of the LEC'S filed 
rules vith the Commission. . 
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Custo~er Owned Pay Telephone Venders 
. Page 2 
August 8, 1988 

Rule 11 states as follows: 
The utility may discontinue service if a custo:er 
tails to comply with any o! the rules herein ••• 
providing such failure is not remedied within a 
reasonable time, after due written notice has b~en 
given, except as otherwise provided in such rules and 
regulations. 

BRUNO A. DAVIS, Director 
commission Advisory and Coopliance Division 
cc: Victor Weisser, Executive Director 

Jan Xerr, Legal Counsel 
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~STOMER OWNED PAX TELEPHONE WORKSHOP pARTICIPANTS 

Charmagne Freeman 
AT'T-C 

Xen McEldowney 
Consumer Action 

Woody whitford .. 
contel of California, Inc. 

Helen Morgan 
Pacific Bell 

John O'Keefe u.s. commercial Telephone 

Hark Bar1Dore 
T.U.R.N. 

Doug Kontgolnery 
ELCOTEL, Inc. 

Francis Loya 
COM SYSTEMS 

Ron Evans 
COM SYSTEMS 

Robert Weissman 
commission Advisory , co~pliance DIvision 

Carol Ebens 
Commission Consumer Affairs Branch 

Chris R. UnCJson 
Comnission Division of Ratepayer Advocates 

Janice Grau . 
Commission Legal Division 

Thomas Reane 
Pay Tel Phone Systems 

Stephen Edwards 
Pay Phone connection, Inci 

Dick Sizelove 
Pacific Bell 

i 
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~ CUSTOKEB OWNED PAX TELEPHONE WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS 

• 
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Jim Forbes 
Pacific Bell 

Betty Brandel 
Commission Consucer Affairs Branch 

Glenda Grant 
GTE of california 

PatriCK Tapia 
GTE of california 

Karen Briggs 
GTE of california 

Lye Klaproth 
Sierra Telephone Co. 

Bruce corner -
california Telephone Association 

Lizbeth Morris 
Pelavin, Norberg , Beck 

Jeffrey Beck 
Pelavin, Norberg , Beck 

Gene Graczyk 
AT'T-C 
Bob J<argoll 
AT&T-C 
JoAnn R. Biggs 
CP National 

David Douglas 
J<erman Telephone Co. 

Scott Sorensen 
contel of CaliYornia, Inc. 

John Boen' 
Pacific Bell 

Harlin Ard 
Pacific Bell 

ii 
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cuSTOHER OWNEP PAY TELEPHONE WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS 

David A. Simpson 
Armour, St. John, Wilcox, Gooding' Schlotz 

Martin A. Mattes 
Graham , James 

William H. Booth 
JacKson, TUfts, Cole , Black 

Ray Ruiz 
Pacific Bell. 
Mary Cooper 
Commission Division ot Ratepayer Advocates 

iii 
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Glossary and AcrOnyms 

1. sent Paid-A call that is paid for by a customer using coins. 
2. Non sent paid-A call that is paid for by credit card, collect 

or a third party. 
3. operator Service Provider-A provider of operator services. In 

the beginning the term Alternate operator service (AOS) was 
used to refer to operator service other than AT'T/C and LEe. 

4. ~ : Dial 0 and reach an operator for LEC assistance. 

5. 2Q= : Dial 0 and reach an operator for long distance 
assistance. 

6. Q± : Dial 0 and the remaining numbers to complete your call. 
You wait for a bong tone and then dial your credit card 
number. If there is not a bong tone or if the customer does 
not dial a number after the 'bong', then an operator comes on 
line to obtain the required information. 

7. l± : Dial 1 plus the remaining numbers to complete the 
telephone call and pay for the call using coins. 

8. SOQ Number - Dial 800(or 1 plus 800)plus a number. The call is 
free for the calling party. 

9. 10XXX - This is the Feature GrOUp 0 equal access to a long 
distance carrier. The call is billed to the telephone number 
that the call is made from or a user credit card. Dial 10 and 
three additional numbers. 

10. 250-XXXX : This is the Feature Group B access to a long 
distance carrier. The call is billed to the the telephone 
nUQber that the call is made trom or a user credit card. Dial 
950 and four additional numbers. 

11. S11-XXXX : This is -a call to the pacific Bell business 
office. Di~l 811 and tour additional numbers. 

12. ~aluation and coppliance pivision - The forerunner of the 
now Commission Advisory and compliance Division. 

13. LAlA - A geographic area that encompasses designated 
exchanges, which are grouped to serve common social, 
economic and other purposes. 

iv 
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lJ.Egual Acess Areas - An area where there is an unbundled 
8ell Operating company tariff offering For LATA access. 
Such access must be equal in type, quality and price to 
that provided to the AT&T interexchange entity and its 
affiliates •. 

14.Mechanized Rate - The rate tor a call using a calling card 
and other types of credit. This rate is applied to an 
operator handled call when the call is dialed for use with 
a credit call and the consumer states that there is trouble 
with the mechanized procedure or the consumer can not place 
the call because of a relevant handicap. 

ACRONYMS 

1. QQ£I - CUstomer Owned P~y Telephone 

2. ~ - Local Exchange companies 
J. Q~~ - Order Instituting Investigation 

4. ~ - rederal communications commission 

5. ~ - California payph~ne Association 

6. ~ - ConsunE!r Affairs Branch 
7. QiE - operator Service co~pany 
8. ~ Division of Ratepayer Advocates 
9. ~ - Commission Advisory and compliance Division 

lO.tAlA - Local Access and Transport Area 

11.~ - Inter Exchange carrier 
12.E&C Pivision - Evaluation and compliance Division 

IJ.~ - American National standards Institute 

v 
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Public Utilities commission 
San Francisco 

To : ALL PAY PHONE 011 WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS 

From : Mary Cooper, ORA Staff 
Chris R. Un950n, ORA Staff 

Subject t SUMMARY OF AUGUST 16, 1~88 WORKSHOP ON PUBLIC POLICY PAY 
PHONES 

INTRODUCTION 

The vorkshop on August 19, 1988 was attended by Jeff Beck (Attorney 
for the smaller independent telephone companies), John O'Keefe 
(California Payphone Association), Ron tvans (Co.Systems), woody 
Whitford (Contel), Pat Tapia (General), Jim Forbes (pacSell) , RAy 
Ruiz (PeelSell), Helen Morgan (PaeBell), Kary· Cooper (DRA), and Chris 
Ungson (DRA). The entire workshop meeting vas devoted to a 
discussion of issues related to Pha.. II 8 -- PUblic Policy pay 
Phones -- of the Pay Phone 011. 

~Y 
1. Classification of the e~i.ting ba •• of utility-owned PUblic 

Pay Phones In pacific, ~eneral and Cont.r-iirVIce areas WhIch ~ nE! 
brea~-even. A. you:ay recall, the workshop agreed prevIously to 
use the average break-even level of $4.00 per day per pay phone. 
Counting only the $.20 charge tor a local call and the $.20 servico 
charge for intraLATA toll calls, it vas e.ti.ated that about 67,000 
pay phones generate an average of coin revenue below $4.00 par day. 
The vorkshop on AUqu5t 16 agreed to .~clude all coinlass pay phones 
from thia 67,000 baae, pending resolution of Phaae I of the 011 
(cross-subsidization). It is estimated that Pacific Bell bas about 
),000 coinless pay phones in service, General has about 1,000, and 
contel has about 50. The crucial task before the workshop, 
therefore, vaa to develop a classification system which would 
dete~ine which of the approximately 5~,OOO pay phone. de.erve 
continued aubsidy and which do not. Three categories vere developed 
to achieve this purpos., Category A, Category A Prime and 
Category B. 

o category~. The workshop agreed that pay phones in this· 
eategory shOUld continue to receive subsidy through aome type of 
funding mechanism to be developed in the tuture. The criteria tor 
category A pay phones is described in Attachment 1. -Please note 

at this category was refined to include only those circumstances 
re a single pay phone resides at one addr.... In contrast, 

tegory A Prime was created to deal with tho.e circumstances where 
mUltiple pay phone. reaide at one address. 
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o Category ~ Prime. Th. workshop agr •• d to cr.at. this 

•

tegory for those circumstanc.s wh.re two Or more pay phon.s reside 
. one addr.... The question of whether pay phon.. in this category 

ould continue to receive a aubsidy was not resolved. Tbe workshop 
did agree to consider funding for pay phone. in this category 
pending more information from the utiliti.s. The utiliti.s agreed .!. to report to the workshop, at ao.e tuture dat., the total numb.r of 
pay phones in thia category, and other pertinent data a. de ••• d 
necessary by the utilities. (The DRA Staff would llke to encourage 
the utilities to propo.e to the work.hop a .et ot quidelines to 
de~ermine which of th.se pay phon •• de.erve a subsidy). 

o Category!. The woruhop agreed to u.e this cat_Clory 
for those pay phones which do not •• et the requirements of category 
A or Category A Prime. Pay Phone. placed in Category B dO not 
~eserve continued aubsidy. Otilities are 9iven the diacretion to 
either (on an individual pay phone b.ai.) reaoVe the., convert them 
into Semi-PUblic Pay Phone., or leave them in place (at the 
utility'. cost). 

o The workshop developed a draft aurvey que.tionaire (a •• 
Attachment 2) to b. u.ed by the utiliti.s during the cla.sification 
effort. The utilities agreed to "test- this draft aurvey 
questionair. on s.veral of their account e~.cutive.. Th. utilities 
agre.d to pre •• nt the re.ult. of this -te.t-, along with propo.ed 
revisions to the questionair., to the rest of the workshop during 
a meeting on Auqust 31, 1988. . !I 2. The workshop al1reed that the Commi.sion should establish a 
committ.e to evaluate applications for Public Policy Pay Phones (new 
installation5). Please see Attachment) for details. 

3. The workshop agre.d to develop an -Application For A Public 
Pol icy Pay Phone" form to be used by tho.e who wish to have a public 
policy pay Phone installed in a particular location. Helen Morgan 
of Pacific Bell volunteered to develop a draft Application form. It 
is hoped that this will facilitate discussion when the workshop 
meets again to discuss this topic. 

4. The workshop aqreed to a.k Bob Weissman (CACO) to include 
the followinq items on the agenda for the meeting on Auqust 31 (as 
time allows): 

o 

a. Finalize Survey Ouestionaire to Be Used By the 
Utilities in the Classification Effort. 

b. Finalize Consensus OVer the Criteria Developed for 
Category A. 

c. Finaliz. Consensus OVer the Establishment of a 
Committee to EValuate Applications for PUblic policy 
pay Phones (new installations). 

d. 

e. 

Development of the "Application For PUblic Policy Pay 
Phone" form. Helen Horqan (lAad). 

Development of ~he FUture runaing Kechanismto be Used 
to Subsidize Cateqory A pay phones, new installations 
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of Public policy Pay Phones. Discuss schedulinq Only • 

f. Finalize Consensus Over the ~riteria to be U.ed by 
the Committe. (under Me" abave) to Evaluate 
Applications for PUblic policy Pay Phones (new 
installations). Diacu •• Scheduling only. 
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~ !QB CATEGORY b 
1. The Public Pay Phone is not part of a contract which 

provides monetary benefit to the Station Agentt AND 

2. There is NO OTHER PUblic Pay Phone located at the same 
address'!L AND 

3. The Public Pay Phone is NOT a coinle •• pay phone, !L AND 

4. The station Agent on whose property the PUblic Pay Phone 
is located agrees to receiving NO compen.ation from the calls 
generated over that pay phone, AND 

5. The general public should have unre.tricted acce •• to 
the PUblic Pay Phone. "Unrestricted Acce •• " •• ans that the pay 
phone should be physically and geoqraphically accessible to the 
general public during the operating hours Of the tacility. Thus, 
it the pay phone is located inside a building, for e~a.ple, the 
general public should be able to enter the building from the 
street to use the pay phone. AND 

6. It the PUblic Pay Phone i. located indoors, the station 
Agent on whose property the pay phone i. located afiree. to the 

~lacemant of a prominent si9n (outside and inside the tacility) 
..,biCb direct. the general public to the pay phone location, AND 

7. ..The PUbl ic Pay Phone .eeta ONE of the follow inq 
conditions: ---. 

o 

a. The PUblic Pay Phone ia loeatad i. a site desivnated 
by a public aqency as a gatberinq plac. where 
emergency aid is dispen.ed to the general public in 
the event of a natural disaster. OR 

b. Th. PUblic Pay Phone i. located in a location where 
those residinq 1n that location cannot individually 
sub5cribe to ba5ic telephone service because of the 
unavailability ot facilitiea necessary for access to 
the network. OR 

!LThe workshop decided to diatinqulsh between tho •• 
situationa where there is Dore than one pay phone in a .lnql. 
\ocatlonaddr ••• versus thoae-iituat1ons whare there is only a 
Jinqle pay phone located On one addre.s location. The tormer would 
be considered under Category A PRIME, while the latter would be 
considered under cateqory A. 

, !lThe workshop aqreed to temporarily place coinless pay 
hones under Cat.qory B (no funding), pending resolution of Phase I 

of the 011 (cross-su.bsidizatlon). 
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The Public Pay Phone is located in an area where no 
othar pay phone is readily of .ffectively accessible 
to the general public. "Readily and effectively" 
acce.sible refers to the presence of at le.st one 
other pay phone available to the general public 
within !2 yaroj walking distance trom the Public Pay 
Phone in quest on, a.suming ldeal conditional There 
viil be circumstances, however, vhen an alternate 
pay phone i. vithin 50 yarda valking,distance trom 
the pw.lic Pay Phone ln que.tion WHERE it .ay still, 
be dee.ed •• not "readily of .ffectively" 
acce.sible. Therefore, it il necessary to temper 
the application of this "50-yard" rule by 
considering all of the tactor. below in deteraining 
aore accurately the extent to which the nearest 
alternative pay phone is available to the general 
public: 

1. Topoqraphy, 
2. Geography; 
3. Demoqraphic characteristic. of users Ce.g., 

elderly, handicapped, lov incoae--where 
residence telephone .ubscription ia low), 

4. Economic develop.ant of the are., 
5. Safety ot tbe are.' 
S. Weather condition •• 
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o IF SITE ~SIT: 

LOCATION: 

CONFIRM PHONE NUMBER 

IS THE TELEPHONE IN WORKING ORDER? 
1. Hov many other pay phones are at this address? 

1. __ _ 2. __ _ 3-5 ___ _ Mora than 5, ____ _ 

2. Is the pay phone part ot a contract which provides monetary 
benefits to the station agent? 

3. Doea the atation agent raceive compensation from calls 
generated over this pay phone? 
Does the general public have unrestricted access to this 
pay phone? "Unrestricted access" .eans that the pay phone 
ahould be physically an~ geoqraphically available to the 
general public durin9 the operatin; hours of the facility. 
In other words, if the phone i. located indoora, tha public 
should be able to walk in fro. the street and use it. If 
the phone vera located in an a.ployee lounge, the locker 
room of a private club or 1n a restaurant kitchen, access to 
it would ba restricted and the answer to this question would 
be "NO". 

5. If the pay phone 1s located indoors, i. there a sign 
indicating the presence of a telephone visible from the 
outside? If not, would the property owner ag~ee to the 
placement of • prominent aign directing the general public 
to the location ot the pay phone? 

6. Is the telephone located at a site which is designated by a 
public agency to be a 9athering place where emergency aid is 
dispensed to the general public in the event of a natural 
disaster? 

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS APPLY TO THOSE SITUATIONS WHERE THERE IS 
o ONLY A SINGLE PAY PHONE LOCATED AT ONE ADDRESS: 

7. Is the telephone located at a .1 te where no otber pay phone 
i. readily and etfec~1vely acce.s~ble to the general public? 

1 
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In other w~rds t if there ia another ~ phone which is 
accessible to the general publIc located within 50 yards 
walkin9 4istanee of this one, the answ.r would be "NO". 
However, there may.be circumstances where thi. other P!l 
phone ia within 50 yards walking di.tance but .ay still be 
NOT r •• dilyor effectively accessible to the gen.ral public. 
It ia important, therefore, to take into consideration the 
followin9 factors when aase •• ing the accessibility of 
another E!1 phone RELATIVE to the one under evaluation' 

• • 'l'opoqraphy 
b. Ge09raphy 
c. Demoqraphic characteristic. of u.ers 

elderlY 
handicapped 
low income - low residential subscription rates 

d. Economic development of the area 
f. safety of the area 
g. weather conditions 

S. Is this pay phone the public'. only •• an. of acce •• ing the 
telephone network? In other word., if there are no other 
telephone faciliti.s, either public or private in the area, 
the answer to this qu •• tion would be "YES" •• 

THE FOLLOWING QUESTION APPLIES TO THOSE SITUATIONS W1IERE THERE 
ARE MORE THAN Ola PAY PHONE AT A SINGLE ADDRESS: 

9. Please not. how the phone. are qrouped. ~e they. 
SINGLES. Individual pay phone. placed in different area. of . 
the .ame addr •••• 

TOTAL NUMBER 

CUJSTERS/BANXSI 
o Total number with ~4 pay phone. adjacent to one 

another: (Pleaae p~ro~v~I""d":"'e-a--:l:--'I~s"":'t......o:"S":"'h~o~w"I""n""9-the number of pay 
phones in eacn.of the clusters/banks per one 
address in this category) 

o Total number witb 5 or .ore pay phone adjacent to 
on. another . 
(Please provIde a list .hovIng the number of pay 
phones in each of the clust.rs/banks per one address 
1n this category) 

IF YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS ABOUT THE SITE, PLEASE WRITE 'l'KEK BELOW. 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION. 

2 
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APPLICATION P~OCE~JRI tOR INSTALLATION OT A 

PUBLIC pOLICY I'AY PHONE 

IF THE PROPERTY. OWN'tR OR COMKUNITY JU:PR!SENTATIVE ("APPLIC-'NT") 
~ANTS A PUBLIC POLlCY PAY PJfONE TO BE INSTALLED IN A PARTICULAR 
LOCATION, HE OR SHE MOST COMPLETE AN APPLICATION. THE 
APPLICATION WILL BE SUBMITTED TO TH! PUBLIC POLICY PAY PHONE 
COMMITTEE ("THE COMKITTEE~) FOR REvIEW (FOR INFOkMATION REGARDING 
THIS COMMITI'El, SE! BELOW). IF THE APPLICATION IS GRANTED BY THE 
COMKITTEE, A PAY PHOh~ PROVIDER WILL INSTA.LL A PUBLIC POLICY PAY 
PHONE AT THE REQVl:STEO SITE. 'l'Hl: pAY PHon PROVIDER WILl. BE 
AUTHORIZED TO JU:covn nOM Tltt PuBLIC POLIcY PAY PHONE FUND ("TIa 
1'UN1>") 'I'HE FUt..L COST or INSTALUTION ANO ONaOING KAINTENA.NCE or 
!J'HE PUBLIC POLICY PAY PHon. 

IF 'l'HE APPLICAHT WANTS It PAY PHONE INSTALLlD)'T A PARTICtrLAR SITE 
IMMEDIATELY, liE OR SHE SHOULt> DIRECT THE REQtJZS'l' TO THE PAY 
PH6h~ PROVIDER or IllS OR HZR CHOICE.. IF THE PAY PHon PROVIOD, 
IN ITS ~STIKATION, DETERHIN£S THAT A PAY PHONE IN THAT SITE WOULD 
NOT GENEAATE ENOUGK JU:VZN11E TO COVER COST. IT WILL B! AOTHQIUZED 
'10 caARQE THE U»I'LICAHT '1'KE Uct1RRINC AND NON-J'.I~INO CHARGES 
'O~ SEMI-PUBLIC PAY PHon SDVICL. Tn PAY PaONE PROVIDER WILL 
INSTALL ~ SEMI-POBLIC PAY PHON! AT THE ~QUEST!D SIT! XF·~ 
APPLICANT AGREES TO THESE eHAJ{GES. '%'HE APPLICANT KAY THEN FILl 
AN ).PPLlCATION WITH THE Pu8LIC POLICY PAY PHONE COKMI'M'EE 'J'O U-
ClASSIFY THE SEHI-Pt1BLIC PAY PHONE AS A PUBLIC POLICY PAY PHOKE. 
IF TaE COMMITTEE DECIDES THAT THE SEMI-PUBLIC PAY PHONE INSTALLrh 
IS INDEED A PUBLIC POLlCY PAY PHoNt, na; PAY PHONE PROVIDER WILL JE 
INSTRUcrED TO RErt1ND ALL CHARGES PAID BY 'l'Ja APPLICANT FOR SEHI-
PUBLIC pAY PHOlttSERVICE. THE !'AY PHONE PROVIDtR WOULD RECOVER 
THE Fl.1U COST OF INSTALLATION AND MAI.n'ENANC! nOM '%'HE P'OND. 
HOWEVER, IF ~ COMMITTEE DECIDES THAT THE SEMI-PUBLIC PAY PHONE 
JNSTALl.ED IS HOT A pU8LIC POLICY PAY PHONE, THE APPLICANT' MUS'!' 
lITHER CONTINO! 'l'O PAY THE RECUAAING RATES FOR SEHI-PUBt.IC 
SERVICE OR RISJ( THE IttMOVAt, or THAT PAY PHONE BY THt PAY PHONE 
nOVIDER. 
(IT IS HOT cLEAR FROM TH! WORKSHOP'S DECISION WHETHER THE PAY 
PHONE nOVIDER OOGH'J' 'to RtCOVi:R ITS COST OF P.EHOVING THE PAY 
PHON!, IF IT CHOSE TO DO SO) 

~RGrNCY SITUATIONS 

!'HE PAY PHON! PROVIDQt KAY, AT ITS DIS~TION, INSTALL A PUBLIC 
PAY !'HONE IN It LOCATION I'I DEEMS NECESSARY FOR I'VILIC HEALTH AND 
SAFETY IN THE CASE or AN EMERGENCV. THE PAY PHONE PROVIDER MAY 
'rHEH FlU AN APPLICATION WITH THE COKKI'M'U ro JlE-CW\SSIFY nu: 
P\.IBL1C PAY PHom: AS ). ~LlC P01..lCY p~y PHONE. . 
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ng POBLI C POLl CY m PHONE ~:.:.;H 1-..1;.;*l';,::E;.:::::E 

THE PtlBLlc: pOLlCY PAY nlOHE COHKJT'nE ("THE COKKITnE") WILL ~E 
CHAIRED BY A CPUC STAYr KEMBER APPOINTED BY TH! CPOC EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR. THE CO"KIT'l"'t£ c:HAIRPERSON WILL !lAVE NO VOTING JUGHTS, 
EXCEP')' IN 'l'HE INSTANCE WHEJU: THl:RE IS A TIE von. THE PRtSE:NCE 
or THE CHAIRPERSON ANt> TWO VOT-IHG )(EMBERS CONSTI'lVl'E A QUoJU1)(. 

THE THRZE VOTING kEMBERS or TH! COKKI'rl'E! SHALL BE APPOINTED BY 
CACD, APPROVED BY THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOl, AND SHALL CONSIST or 
lttPRESENTATIVES OF WORKsHOP PARTICIPANTS TROM ~ FOLLOWING 
CROuPS' 
1. .l CONSUMER GROUP JU:PR!SENTATIVl SEUCI'EP BY QCD AND 

AP~OVED BY na: EXtCXUTIVE DIUcroR 

2. A PRIVATE PAY PHONE OPERAtoR 

:.. A K!HBER nOM THE CALIFORNIA TZt.tPHONE ASSOCIATION 

!'HE WORxsliOP JlECOMM~ 1'KAT '1'HE eoNSUKD GJtOUP UPn5ENTATIV£ 
SHALL aE PAID BY THE PuBLIC POLICY PAY PHONE FOND ("THE Ft1ND") A 
CTIPEND, PWS TAAVZL EXPENSES, 'OR EACH COXHl'rl'U XZETING HZ OR 
IKE ATTENDS. 

THE COH)I!I'J'TU lULL )(~n MONTHLY (FOR NOT MORE 'l"HAR5IX MONTHS) TO 
aEVIEW ALL nNDING APPLICATIONS ~R pUIL.IC POLICY PAY PKONU. 

!'HE "COMMI'l'TEE WILL KEn' ONLY AS NECESSARY U'TD THIS INnJUM 
PElUOD. 

A7'T1:R THE SIX-MONTH IHTE1UM PUIOD, TKZ COMMITTEE KAY, AT ITS 
DISCRrrlON, JtECOMKENl> AN ALTERNATE 'UCKAN1SK TO !VAWAn 
APPLICATIONS TOR Pt1BLIC POLlcY PA~ PHONES. (TK! DRA STAYr 
IILIEVtS THIS IS .TILL TOO AHBIGtJOUS. IT SUGCESTS THE FOLLOWING 
UNGUAGt TO AVOID CONFUSION IN THE P'UTUREJ IIA7'TER A SIX-MONTH 
INTERIM PERIOD, 'l'tU eOKKITTU WILL SD8KIT A REPORT to THE ADMINI-
.XRATlVE UW JUDGE, WHO WIU, EVAUJA'E THE EFFECTIVENESS or 'l'KE 
CURlU:NT KEeHANIS", AN]) WHO WILL OUTLINE RECOMMENDATIONS rOR 
eH).NCES, 11' ANY. PURSUANT TO A RUl.lNG BY TH! ADtUNlSTRA'l'XVZ LAW 
.ruDGE, THJ: WORXSHOP WILL RECONVENE TO DISCOSS THE COKKI'M'Et 
JU:PORT. IF THE WORKSHOP DETERMINES 'l'HAT CHANGES AR! NEEDED, IT 
SHOULD SO!MIT A WORXSHOJ> REpORT TO 'l1a COMMISSION (~ TO ALL 
OTHER PARTIES ON TItt 011 ·SERVICE LIST) JilEQtJZSTINC THAT CHANGES IE 
.... DE TO THE Ct1RR.tNT KlCHANlSJ'.. PARTIES SROt1LO BE GIVEN NO L!SS 
TtU.N )0 DAYS TO COKMEHT ON mE WOJUtSHOP nPORT. THZ COMMISSION 
WILL THEN ISSl1! AN ORDER GRANTING OR DENYINC 'fHZ WOJUCSHOP 
UQ~ST") • 

ONCE 'tHE COMMIT'TEE !'VALUATES PENDtNG APPLICATJONS 'OR pUBLIC 
POLICY PAY PHONES, 'l'Ht CHAIRPERSON WII.L BiUHC '1'H! COKKITl'UIS 
OZCISIOHS TO THE CPUC'S EXECUTIVE DlJUCTOR.· THE EXlCUTIVE 
DIRECTOR WILL '1'H!:H lSS~ AN EX!CU'l'IVE AUTHORITY RE$OWTION - , 
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ADOPTING THE COMMITTEE'S D~ClSIONS. ~ EXICUTIV! AVTMORIT~ 
JU:SOWTION SHALL STATE TKz: APPLICATIONS 'l'KAT tiEU: APPROV1:D BY THE 
COMMITTEE, AS WELL AS 'rHOS! THAT WERl DENIEl> IY THE COMMITTEE • 

A COP~ OF' THZ I)(ECUTIVE AUTHORITY RESOLUTION MILL BE SENT TO THE 
APPl.lCANTS. THIS M%U, SERVE ~ A WAY TO NOTlrY EACH APPLlc:A).7 
liHtTHER HIS OR HER ).PP1rICATlON POR A PUILIC POLICY PAY PHONE HAS 
BEEN QAANTZD OR D!.NIED. 

THE tlRA STAFF 'TIU, NUDS TO CONSULT ITS L!GU COUNSEL UGAJU)ING 
ANY t.lABILlTY eoNCzMS WHICH MAY BE DnECI'LY ~SoeIAno WITH THE 
PLACEMENT OR HOM-PLACEMENT or A ;UILIC POLICY PAY PHONt BY A 
COMMITTEE SUCH AS THE ONE SUGGESTED HERE. 

(IT 15 NOT Ct.E.\R no)! no; WOJU(SHOP'S DlCISION WHt"lHER THIS 
COMKI'n'ZE SHOULD IE JU:SPONSI!I.! TO Sl:rrIN~ OR ADJt1STINC THE 
Fl1NDING LrJEL, OR BUDGET, FOR THE PUBL1C POt.lC'Y PAY PHONE P't1ND --
ME UeoKJiEND THAT THIS SaOOL!) BE DISCUSSED \linN '1'KZ WOJU(SHOJ> . 
I)ULS WITH THE Ft1KDING MECHANISM TO Bt US£D loR PuBLlC POLlCY PAY 
PHONES) 

, 
, 
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In the case of Pacific, the following terms and 

conditions shall be reexamined in the Commission's Alternative 

Regulatory Framework proc.eding, I. 87-11-033, or the 

supplemental Rate Design of Pacific's 1986 general rate case 

proceeding: intraLATA competition (including, without 

limitation, competition in operator and billing services as 

provided by AOS provider. and operator services on a in.trument 

implemented basi~ ("operator in the boX"), recovery of directory 

assistance costs from COPT operators, the billing charge to COPT 

operators for non-sent paid calls directed to Pacific and billed 

by Pacific on behalf of COPT operators, COPT line rates fdownward 

_ pricing flexibility or imposition of LMB rates if the latter 

exceed the line rates established herein), and changing the 

revenue adjustment factor described in paragraph V (F) (3) (c) 

(i) of the Agreement) to permanent rates. Changes in these areas 

adopted in I. 87-11-033 or the supplemental Rate Design shall be 

effective as ordered by the commission in those proceedings, 

regardless of the term the Agreement herein. Additionally, upon 

the effective date of intraLATA competition in any form affecting 

pay telephones, pacific's obligation to pay compensation under 
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the Aqreement shall terminate I and the limitation on commission 

-~payment. to station ag~nts shall no longer apply • 

• • 
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COHMISSION STAFF CROSS SUBSIDY FORKULh 

Cross-subsidization does not occur if the LEC recoVers 

the embedded direct cost of placing and operating its competitive 

base ot pay phones from the billings it realizes from the use of 

those pay phones, as determined below. The test is applied on a 

state-wide basis without regard to sub-markets. 

Billings : 

-$.20 per call local coin call charge 

-$.20 per call non-local intraLATA coin call surcha~e. 

-coin usage billings for non-local intraLATA coin calls. 
# 

-$.30 per call (or the average actual per call amount 

thereof charged by the LEe) non-coin Pay Station service 

charge for intraLATA non-coin calls • 
. 

-Earnings from advertising at the pay phone enclosure. 

-$.10 per call compensation for intraLATA non-coin calls 
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-Access Line (at the tariff rates paid by COPTs --see 

settlement Agreement, paragraph V(E)(5)(f» • 

-Federal End User charqe for interstate access. 

-Central Office services (Embedded Direct Cost). 

-ACTS - $2.73/phone/month 

-Refund Control Center services (Embedded Direct Cost). 

-RCC - $3.24/phone/month 

-Local usage (at the tariff rates paid by COPTs). 

-Non-local intraLATA usage (at the tariff rates paid by 

COPTs.) 

-Billing and collection of the Pay station service 

Charge for intraLATA non-coin calls (at the tariff rates 

paid by COPTs). 

-Non-listing service (at the tariff rates paid by 

COPTs). 

-All tariffed surcharges (and surcredits) applied to 

COPTs. 

-Installation, ~aintenance and operation of station 

apparatus (e.g., commissions paid to station agents, 

coin collection, station repair, inside wiring repair, 

etc: based on 1~8$ values. all of these items. except 

commissions. equal $)0.90 per set per month) 
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: complete 

!xisting 

cific's 
re received 

the IntraLATA 

:ly with the 
rovide pacific 

Efl· 
• and the CPUC with a list of sUen u .... ~ ___ -- • .lled or 

shipped to COPT operators, identified by COPf operator and ANI 
numbers, and a list of pending orders identified by COPT operator 

and number of units. Manufacturers other than Intellicall shall 

have thirty (30) days ttom the Effective Date to provide such 

lists. As Grandfathered s,r units purchased or ordered but not 
installed are installed, the list will be supplemented to provide 
the ANI number. In the course of negotiating this Memorandum of 

Understanding, Intellicall has estimated that at least 4,12S of 
its s&r units are eligible for grandfathering, and for purpOses of 

, 
Section 3 below this number will be binding- In no event. 
however, shall the actual number of Grandfathered s&r Units of 
Intellicall exceed 4660, provided, however, that the 372 S&r units 
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nO\l located at the Los Anqeles International Airport (ULAX") shall 
411L not use the Intelli'Star~ store and forward technology to handle 
1II'lntraLATA callin9 card or automated collect calls, and such 

• 

, 

S'F units shall lose their grandfathered status if the S'F Units 
or their Intelli'star~ circuit boards are relocated outside of 

t~X. Intellic~ll shall use its best efforts to provide a letter 

within fifteen days of the Effective Date from its dealers at LAX 

acknowledgin9~nd accepting the foregoing restrictions. : The number 
of Grandfathered S&F Units of Eleotel, Inc. shall not exceed 1412 
and the number of Grandfathered S&F Units of ProteI, Inc. shall not 
exceed 471. -

2. Relocation of Grandfathered s,r units. In the event a 

COPT operator changes the location of a Grandfathered S'F Unit, 
the COPT operator shall notify the Manufacturer of the date of the 

relocation, the new ANI number a~d the previous ANI number. Such 

notice shall be provided within five (5) days of the relocation 

and Manufacturer shall promptly providp. a copy of each such notice 

to pacific. 
3. Qperation of New S'F units. COPT operators may operate 

an unlimited number of additional S'F Unlts in pacific's territory 

subject to the IntraLATA Restrictions. In addition, COPT 

operators may operate a limited number of S&F Units partially 

exempt from the IntraLATA Restrictions subject to and In 

accordance with the followin9 1 

a) Upon successful completion of the test set forth in 

subsections e) and f), COPT operators may operate 

additional S'F Units which are confi9ured to 
complete intraLATA voIce message and/or automated 

- ! - ' 
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collect calls but to route all other non-sent paid 

irttraLATA calls, including but .not limited to, 
intraLATA calling card calls, to pacific. such 
S&F units are referred to hereinafter as "special 

S&F Unlts"; 
b) (i) The total number of such special s,r units 

placed Into operation by COPT operators in any 

twelve-month p.eriod shall not exceed the following' 

Intellicall: 2000 

Elcote1: 1500 

protelS 500 

(11) In the event the actual number of S,F units of 

Elcotel or ProteI determined to be entitled to 
Grandiathered status shall be less then the maximum 

number specified in section 1 above, the number of 

special s&r units shall be increased as followst 

A) The difference, if any, between 1412 and. the 

actual number of Elcotel Grandfathered s,r UnIts 

shall be added to the number of Intellicall special 

s&r Units) and B) The difference, if any, between 

471 and the actual number of protel Grandfathered 

S&p unlts shall be added to the number of Elcotel 

Special s&r Un.its up to the number, if any, 
determined pursuant to subsection 3(b)(ii)(A) above, 

with the balance spllt equally to increase the number 

of Intellicall and Elcotel special S&F Units. 
(iii) In addition, the number of special S&F units 

of A MAnufacturer placed into operation by COPT .. 
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operators in anyone calendar month shall not exceed 

one twelfth (1/l2th) of the number specified above 

for such Manufacturer. This monthly number may be 

increased by the unused pOrtion of the allocation for 

prior months, including the months after February 28, 

1990 and before successful completion of the test 
referred to in subsections (el and (f) belowJ 
provided, further, that for Intellicall such num~ 

shall be 29 tor the month of March, 1990) • 
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Each COPT operator shall notify the Manufacturer of 

the date of the installation of. each Special S&r 

unit and its ANI number. Such notice shall be 
provided within five (5) days of the installation, 

and Manufacturer shall promptly provide a copy of 

each such notice to Pacific. In the event a 
special S&F unit is subsequently relocated, the 

procedures specified in section 2 above shall 

apply. 
d) For each completed intr&LATA automated collect call 

handled by a COPT operator on a Special S&F unit 

and billed by pacific, paclf/c.shall receive a 
commission of $0.05. Because such,calls will be 
billed by Pacific, this amount will be retained by 

pacific from the payment it receives from the 
billed party, or by such other reasonable method as 

may be more workable for Pacific and reasonably 

agreed to by Intellicall on behalf of its vendors. 

For each intraLATA non-sent paid call directed to 
pacific for completion and billing, pacific shall 

pay the COPT operator the compensation noW in 
effect, and upon implementation of the Settlement 

Agreement, the compensation specified therein. 

e) Prior to placing special s&r units in operation, a 

test will be performed to demonstrate that the 

s,r units are being operated substantially in 

accordance with the following requirementsl (1) 
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automated collect calls shall be completed only 
using positive acceptance technJques (~I DTKF, 
Dial pulse, or voice R~co9nitionl but not a totime-
out"); (ii) COPT operators shall obtain validat.ion 
services only from authorized sources; (iii) all 0-

calls shall be forwarded to the LEC operator 

without any kind of human or mechanical 
intervention whatsoevert and (iv) the S,F sets can 

provide rate quotes on request for automated calls. 

In addition to the specific requirements which are 

the subject of the test, COPT operators using 

S'F units will also be subject to the other 
consumer safeguards set forth in the settlement 

Agreement to the extent applicable to their 

operations. 
l) Pacific will use reasonable efforts to assist the 

participating interested parties in conducting and 

completing the test specified in subsection (e) 

above within thirty (30) days of the date 
Intellicall notities Pacific that the necessary 

modifications to its equipment have been made. The 

CPUC, pacitlc, Intellicall and the other i~terested 
parties to the 011 shall be invited to participate 

in the test as shall any other Manufacturer whose 

equipment is being tested. The test shall be 

conducted on a sample of S'F Cnits which will 

render statistically significant results at a 
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confidence level of ~s,. Such S&F Units shall be 

selected at random and shall include those of any 
other Manufacturer known to be operating in 

Pacific's territory. Any other necessary 

parameters shall be set by CACD staff after 

consultation with the test participants. Any 

dispute regarding the methodology or results of the 

test, including any dispute regarding whether a 

Manufacturer's S&F Units are operated substantially 

1n compliance with the requirements set forth in 

subparagraph (e) above, shall be resolved by the 

CACD staff or such other person or entity as may be 

designated by the CPUC for that purpose • At the 

request of lntelllcall or another Manufacturer, a 

second test will be held on the requestor's 

S&F Units on the same terms and conditions set 

forth above, to begin no sooner than 30 days after 

completion of the first test. 
4. Enforcement ~rtd Billing. Manufacturers shall cooperate 

in a reasonable manner with Pacific to provide the information 

necessary to enfor~e the restrictions provided herein. 

Intellicall and other Manufacturers will screen the billing data 

received from their COPT operators to delete any intraLATA calls 

placed over pay telephones whose ANI numbers have not been 

registered as Grandfathered or Special S&F Unit~. pacific will 

bill its customers on behalf of COPT operatois for any intraLATA 
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calling card or automated collect calls originating from Grand-

iathered units and for automat~d collect calls. originating from 
Special S&F units with respect to which pacific has bee~ Plovided 

~NIs. Pacific shall have no obligation to bill for such calls 

originating from other pay telephones. Manufacturers acknowledge 

that pacific will be unable to identify a relocated set as having 

Grandfathered or special s&r status prior to receiving the new ANI 

and Pacific will have nO obligation to bill intraLata calls for 

such set until it receives the new ANI. Upon the request of 
t~anufacturer, pacific will acknowledge receipt of ANI information 

provided for Grandfathered and Special S&F units. In the event 

pacific does not bill for a call because the call was not 
authorized under this Memorandum ot understanding, pacific shall 

notify the billing agent for the COPT operator in the ordinary 

course providing the relevant call records and ANI number. Upon 

receipt of information that the unbilled call originated from a 
Grandfathered or Special s,r unit and resubmission of the call to 
pacific, Pacific will rebill the call In the ordinary course of 
business as for billing for neW calls, subject to any relevant 

tariff provisions. pacific acknowledges that the call records it 
. 

receives may include a pay Station Service Charge and pacific will 

include such charges on the bills sent to its customers. pacific 

will bill and collect any pay station service Charge applicable to 

a call made on a Grandfathered or Special s,r unit in the same 

manner as for other pay telephones in those instances where 

Pacific both handles and bills the call •• 
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.~ S. Termination Date. The foregoing provisions with respect 

to grandfathered and new S&F uriit"s shall remain in effect until 

• 

further order of the CPUC In I. 87-11~033, or any successor 
the-r~to, establ"ishing rul-e"s- introducing intraLATA competition by 

COPT operators, operator service providers I or billing and 

collection"providers. 
6. Shifting of IntraLATA Calling card Calls. Intellicall 

will take no action to discourage or prevent COPT operators with 

~randfathered S&F units from shifting their intraLATA calling card 

calls to pacific for completion and billing. 
7. Confidentiality. Information received by Pacific 

relating to the ownership and location of S,F units shall not be 

made available to pacifie·s sales and marketing personnel or 

provided to other persons not employed by pacific. 
8. Increase in commission Cap. Intellicall agrees not to 

oppose the increase in commission cap negotiated by pacific and 

CPA. The terms of such increase are attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
9. Governing Law. This Memorandum of Understanding shall 

be construed under the laws of the state of california. 
10. counterparts. This Memorandum of Understanding may be 

signed In any number of counterparts with the same effect as if 

the signature on each such counterpart were upon the same 

instrument. 
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pROpOSED REVXSION TO PROVISIONS or 
KAY 11, 19&0 SETTLZKENT AGREEKENT 

CONCERNXNG PROTECTION AGAINST CROSS-SOSSIDIES 

Paragraph V(D)(2)(a) of the May 11, 1989 Settlement Agreement 

should be amended to read as follows, with new language 

underlined, and new paragraphs V(O) (2) (b) through ef) should be 

added as follows thereafter: 

a. As applied to pacific, this settlement Agreement 

provides that the initial commission cap shall be $41 

million per calendar year, which cap shall ~ 

subject to increase depending upOn the number of 

COPT instruments equipped with voict store and 

forward technolOgy capable ot processing collect 

calls that are operating within paoific's service 

area. as shall be determined periodically in 

accordance with paragraphs V(O) (2) (b) through (f)J 

provided, for each 12 month period following the 

effective date of this Agreement, Pacific shall 

provide a cross subsidY study to ORA or CACD of the 

commission staff • • • • 

~ With respect to the lists of Grandfathered Sir units 

provided to pacific by Manufacturers concurrently 

with or within 30 days after the Effective Date of 

~t.PSO 
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the Memorandum of understandingV between PAcific and 

lntellicall. Inc •• concerning this settlement 

Agreement and supplemented thereafter as specified 

in Paragraph 1 of that Memorandum. and as modified 

pursuant to notification of relocation of such 

Grandfathered S&F units. as specified in Paragraph 2 

of that Memorandum. Pacific shall examine the 

calling records submitted by said Manufacturers or 

their agents for billing by Pacific during the two 

calendar mOnths Of May and June. 1990. and shall 

determine the total of ANI numbers On all such lists 

that have Actually been used to provide intraLaTA 

voice store and forward service fOr calls included 

on such recOrds. with respect to any notices of the 

installation Of Special S&F Units. as specified in 

PArAgraph 3 of the Above-referenced Menorandum.-

PAcific shall examine the calling records submitted 

by MAnufacturers Or their agents for billing by 

PAcific during the May/June 1990 period. and shall 

determine the tOtal of ANI numbers for such special 

s&r Units that haye actually been used to provide 

intrALATA voice stOre And forward service tor calls 

included on such records. PAcific shall mate the 

folloKing adjustments to each of these totAls: (1) 

1/ certain terms that are capitalized in parAgrAphs V(D) (2) (b) 
through (e) are intended to be understood as they are 
defined in that Memorandum of Understanding. 
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deduct one Dumbor from the releyant totol for each 

instance of a Grandfathered S&F Unit Or a special 

S&F unit haying been relocated during the Hay/June 

1990 periOd, thereby resulting in two ANI members 

baving been reported witb respect to a single 

yrandfathered Sir Unit or a single Special s&r Unit. 

respectively: aDd (2) multiply each ot these 

adjusted totals by a factOr of 1.Q5 to reflect tbe 

possibility that some Grandfatbered S&f Units Or 

special S&F Units tbat were in Operation were not 

tbe subject Ofcallinq records during the HaY/Jyne 

1990 period. The Sum Of the resulting adjust_g 

totAl of Active Grondfathered S&Y units multiplied 

by $750. plus the resulting adjusted total of 

SpeCiAl Sir units multiplied by $400, shall be the 

provisionAl COmmission Cop Increment for 1990. ond 

shall be added to the $41 million initial cap to 

determine PAcific's provisional COmmission cap for 

tbe year 1920. 

2L Pacific shall examine the calling records submitted 

by Manufacturers or tbeir agents for billing during 

tht two calendar montbs of AUgUst and September. 

1990. and sball determine the totals of ANI numbers 

relating to yrondfAtbered S&Y Units And SpeoiAl Sir 

Units. respeatiyely. that baye ActUAlly been used to 
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~rQvide intrOLATA voice store and forward seryi¢e 

tor calls included on such records. by reference to 

notices of currently effectiVe ANI numbers for 

Grandfathered Sir Units and Special Sir units that 

each Manufacturer shall have provided to Pacific 

prior to october I. 1990. Pacific sball make the 

following adjustments to each Of these totals: (1) 

deduct One number from the relevant total for each 

instance of a Grandfathered s&r unit or a special 

Sir unit haying been relocated during the 

August/september 1990 periOd. thereby resulting in 

two ANI members having been reported with respect to 

a single Grandtathered Sir Unit Or a single speCial 

Sir Unit. respectively: And (2) multiply each of 

these adjusted totals by a factor Of 1.05 t6 reflect 

the possibility that some Grandfatber¢d Sir Units Or 

special Sir Units that were in operatiOn were not 

the subieqt of calling records during the 

August/September 1990 period. The sum of the 

resulting adjusted total of active Grandfatbered Sir 

Units multiplied by $750. plus the resulting 

adiusted total ·of Special s&r Units multiplied by 

$400, shall be the final COmmission Cap Inorement 

tor 1990. And sholl be added to the $41 million 

initial CAP to determine Pooifio·s final COmmission 

cop for the year 1990. 
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d. Pacific shall examine the calling records submitted 

by Manufacturers or their ag~nts for billing during 

the two calendar months of November and December. 

1~90, And shall determine the totals of ANI numbers 

relating to Grandfathered Sir units and special S&F 

units. respectively. that have actually been used to 

provide intra LATA voice stOre and forward service 

tor calls included on sucb records. by reference to 

notices of currently effective ANI numbers fOr 

Grandfathered S&F units and Special S&F units that 

eaCh Manufactur~r shall have provided to Paoific 

prior to January 1. 1991. Pacific sholl make the 

fOllOWing adjustments to each of these totals: (1) 

deduot on. number from the relevant total for each 

instAnce of A Grandtathered Sir unit Or 0 speoial 

s&r unit having been relocated during the 

November/pecember 1990 periOd. thereby resulting in 

two ANI members hAying been reported with respect to 

o singlt Grandfathered S'F unit or 0 single Special 

S'F Unit. respectively, And (2) multiply each of 

these Adjusted totAls by A footor Of 1.05 to rtfltct 

the possibility thot some Grondfathered Sir units or 

Special S&F units that were in OperatiOn were not 

!be subject of CAlling records during the 

November/December 19~O period. Tbe sum of the 
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resulting adjusted total of active Grandfathered SiF 

units multiplied by $750. plus the resulting 

adjusted total of special Sir Units multiplied by 

S4QO. sball be the provisional commission Cap 

Inorement tor 1991. and shall be added to the $41 

milliOn initial oap to determine Pacific's 

provisional commission oap tor the year 1991. 

¢. Pacifio shall examine the calling reoords submitte~ 

by Manufacturers Or their agents for billing during 

the two calendar months Of June and July 1991. and 

sholl determine the tOtals otANI numbers relating 

to Grandtathered Sir Units and Special s&r units, 

respectively. that have actUAlly been used to 

provide intra LATA VOice store And fOrwArd service 

tor calls included on such records. by reference to 

nptices of CUrrently effective ANI numbers for 

Grondfathered s,r Units and Special Sir units that -

eAch Manufacturer shall have provided to Pacifio 

prior to AUgust 1. 1991. Pacific shall make the 

followinq adjustments to each Rf these totals: (1) 

deduct one number from thedreleyont total for each 

instance of A Grondfathered Sir Unit or a Special 

§'F unit haying been relocated during the June/July 

1991 period. thereby resulting in two ANI members 

baying been reported with respect to a single 
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Grandfathered S&F unit or a single special sir Unit. 

respectively, ond (2) multiply each of these 

Adjusted totals by 8 factor of 1.05 to refleot the 

possibility that some Grandfathered Sir units or 

special Sir Units that were in operation were not 

the subject of calling records during the June/July 

1991 period. The sum 6f the resulting adjUsted 

totol of active Grandfathered S'F units multiplied 

by $750. plus the resulting adjusted total of 

Special s&r units multiplied by $400. shall be the 

final commission Cap Inorement fOr 1991. ond sholl 

be added to the $41 million initial cap to determine 

Paoifio's final COmmission cap fOr the year 1991. 

t. The same procedure shall be followed at sig month 

intervals thereafter until further action of the 

COmmission respecting competition in introLatA 

operator services. 

(END OF APPENDIX B) 
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List of Additional Appearances 

Respondent I Kenneth K. Okel and Robert Herrera, Attorneys at Law, 
for GTE California. 

Interested Partiest Reed, smith, Shaw & Me clay, by James J. 
Freeman, Attorney at Law, for Intellicall, Inc.; c. Kingston 
Cole, for Pacific Rim Group; J. Kendrick Kresse, Attorney at 
Law, for california Association of the Deaf; Cooper, White & 
Cooper, by E. Garth Black and Mark P. Schreiber, Attorneys at 
Law, for calaveras Telephone Company, California-Oregon 
Telephone Company, Ducor Telephone company, Foresthill Telephone 
Company, Roseville Telephone Company, Hornitos Telephone 
Company, The Ponderosa Telephone Company, and Winterhaven 
Telephone Company; Augusta A. Sairanen. Jr. 'and John Kistner, 
for Department of General Services; Nancy Thompson, for Barakat, 
Howard & Chamberlin; Susan M. plaster, for Maxtor Corporation; 
swidler & Berlin, Chartered, by Jean L. Kiddoo, Attorney at Law, 
for Com systems, Inc.; Albert H. Kramer, Attorney at Law, for 
Elcotel, Inc.; Joel R. Singer, Attorney at Law, for Toward 
Utility Rate Normalization (TURN); Harry Knorr, for San Diego 
payphone Owners Association; and Peter A. casciato, Attorney at 
Law, for Betson Pacific Distribution, Coastline Communications, 
Pacific Western Cointel of Sacramento, Inc., Universal Pay 
Phones, Inc., Winslow Ventures, Western Telephone payphone, and 
Own-A-phone. 

Divison of Ratepayer Advocates, Jack Leutza and Mary Cooper. 

(END OF APPENDIX C) 


